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1

INTRODUCTION

One of the primary goals of transportation engineering is to promote and encourage safe travel
through intelligent roadway designs. In 1973, Norbert Tiemann, the Federal Highway
Administrator, stated in his US Congressional testimony that “If we cannot always physically
protect the motorist from hazards, we must give him enough information so that he can protect
himself.” (Burns and Bliss 2004). Over time, this mentality has expanded to include the
protection of not only the motorist, but also the many other roadway users as well. In recent
years, an increase in bicycle volumes has caused many transportation engineers to focus on how
this way of thinking can be applied to bicyclist safety.

Bicyclist safety is an issue all across the U.S. While overall traffic fatalities have trended down
in the past decade within the U.S. (42,000 in 2002, in comparison to 32,000 in 2011), the
percentage of fatalities represented by bicyclist-motor vehicle collisions has increased from 1.5%
to 2.1% (NHTSA, 2013). Furthermore, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) reports that 677 fatal bicycle-related crashes occurred in 2011 alone (2011).
According to NHTSA, “Crashes often occur at intersections because these are the locations
where two or more roads cross each other and activities such as turning left, crossing over, and
turning right have the potential for conflicts resulting in crashes,” (2010). The Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Toolbox on Intersection Safety and Design states that bike
crashes at intersections represent a third of all reported crashes involving cyclists (ITE 2004).

One of the more prevalent bicycle-motor crash types at intersections is the right-hook crash, a
collision that occurs between a right-turning vehicle and an adjacent through-moving cyclist.
Between the year 2007 and 2011, over 500 Oregon cyclists found themselves in this dangerous
situation, making up 59% of the total bicycle-motor vehicle crashes at signalized intersections
across the state (Hurwitz et al. in press). An online survey, funded by Bike Delaware found that
right hook crash scenarios were identified as a problem by nearly 90% of respondents (Warnock
2010).
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Even with these startling crash statistics, transportation engineers still don’t have a clear
understanding of which intersection treatments are the most effective in preventing these righthook crashes from occurring.

There are some insights into the causal factors of why these crashes are occurring. ITE reports that
in nearly 70 percent of bicyclist-motor vehicle collisions at intersections, the motorist reported that
“they did not see the bicyclist before the collision” (ITE 2004). This phenomenon appears to
certainly be the case for right-hook crashes, specifically. Hurwitz et al. reports that failures in the
situational awareness of the driver significantly contribute to the occurrence of right-hook crashes
(in press). In Hurwitz et al.’s study, the driver either failed to look for the bicyclist or they looked
for the bicyclist and did not see them or failed to accurately predict the bicyclist’s behavior (in
press). These findings suggest that intersection treatments that improve the conspicuity of the
bicyclist within the intersection may help to reduce the frequency of right-hook crashes. This aligns
with traditional intersection design goals of permitting all roadway users to see and be seen by
other users and enabling clear understandings of paths of travel and rights-of-way (ITE 2004).

The objective of this research is to evaluate various intersection treatments, such as signage,
pavement markings, and geometric design features, to ultimately identify those that are the most
effective in reducing the frequency and severity of right-hook crashes. Furthermore, this study
will focus primarily on treatments that mitigate for right-hook crashes occurring during the latter
green phase at signalized intersections with bicycle lanes and a shared right-turn and through
lane (Figure 1.1). The latter green phase refers to the second portion of the green signal phase,
after the start-up green phase has passed, (meaning that the initial vehicle queue has cleared), and
the green signal indication is still illuminated.
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Figure 1.1 Right-hook crash scenario during latter green phase at signalized intersection with
a shared right-turn and through lane
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

There are many different types of engineering treatments related to bicycle safety, but this
literature review focuses primarily on the treatments related to the prevention of right-hook
crashes that occur during the latter portion of the green phase at signalized intersections with
bicycle lanes and shared right-turn and through lanes. More specifically, this literature review
considers the evaluation of treatments through the context of motorist behavior, as well as the
current guidance available for the selection of treatments. For this literature review, the righthook crash treatments are divided into the following categories of treatment:
•

Pavement Markings

•

Signage

•

Geometric Design

It is important to note that for this literature review, bicycle boxes, signal timing/phasing, and
bicycle-specific signal treatments are not considered, as they specifically relate to the prevention
of right-hook crashes during the start-up green phase, not the latter green phase.

2.1

Pavement Marking

According to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), pavement markings
“indicate the separation of the lanes for road users, assist the bicyclist by indicating assigned
travel paths, indicate correct position for traffic control signal actuation, and provide advance
information for turning and crossing maneuvers” (FHWA 2009). The final stated purpose of
providing advance information for turning and crossing maneuvers indicates the most important
pavement marking role for the mitigation of right-hook crashes. Pavement marking-related
right-hook crash guidance and research focuses primarily on signalized intersections with
exclusive right-turn lanes. However, many of these treatments could be modified and/or
relocated to serve a very similar purpose at signalized intersections with shared right-turn and
though lanes. For this literature review, the pavement marking treatments will be further
categorized as intersection approach pavement marking treatments and intersection crossing
pavement marking treatments.
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2.1.1

Intersection Approach Pavement Markings

One of the common treatments is a dashed bike lane striping on the approach to a signalized
intersection. While this may be a popular mitigation treatment from a guidance perspective, no
research was identified that explored the effectiveness of this treatment.

The MUTCD provides guidance for pavement marking treatments at intersections with bicycle
facilities (FHWA 2009). While most of this guidance relates to signalized intersections with
exclusive right-turn lanes (and the dashed pavement markings that are used to denote these
weaving areas), it also includes the recommended implementation of a dotted bike lane line
within 50 to 200 feet of the stop bar on the intersection approach, shown in Figure 2.1,
particularly in the presence of a bus stop or heavy right-turn volumes (FHWA 2009). The
MUTCD defines the general function of dotted lines as “[providing] guidance or warning of a
downstream change in lane function,” which in this application is the change in function between
a motorist not being able to cross the bike lane and them being able to cross it (FHWA 2009).

Figure 2.1 Recommended dotted bike lane line on intersection approach (FHWA 2009)
The American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) produced the
“Bikeway Traffic Control Guidelines,” which is intended to provide information on the
development of facilities that “enhance and encourage safe bicycle travel” (1999). This guide
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includes guidance on pavement markings at signalized intersections for the mitigation of righthook crashes: “At signalized or stop-controlled intersections with right-turning motorist vehicles,
the solid striping to the approach should be replaced with a broken line” (AASHTO 1999). This
guideline aligns with that of the MUTCD, as the MUTCD relies on the AASHTO guide for its
bicycle design features (FHWA 2009).

Noyce et al. produced a section of the ITE “Toolbox on Intersection Safety and Design,” titled
“Pedestrian and Bicyclist Safety at Intersections” (ITE 2004, Noyce et al. 2004). In this section,
Noyce et al. primarily discusses right-hook crash pavement marking treatments for intersections
with exclusive right-turn lanes because “pavement markings and signing configurations that
encourage crossing in advance of the intersection are preferable to those that force the crossing
in the immediate vicinity of the intersection” (2004). In other words, that an exclusive right-turn
lane with a weaving area is preferable to a shared right-turn and through lane. There is no
discussion of design treatments for intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes.

From an international perspective, the Transportation Association of the Canada National
Committee on Uniform Traffic Control, (NCUTC), funded a study that aimed to develop
standard guidelines for signs, pavement markings, and special treatments for Canadian on-road
bike facilities (Richardson et al. 1998). The pavement markings portion of the study included the
review of “over 20 Manuals of Uniform Traffic Control from around the world,” among other
comprehensive efforts to review existing documentation and best practices (Richardson et al.
1998). One of the final recommendations for bicycle lane delineation is that line be solid “except
at the end of a block where right turns are permitted” and that in those situations, “the bicycle
lane is dashed with a [3.3 foot] on/off skip for a minimum of [50 feet]” (Richardson et al. 1998).
This dashed portion of the bicycle lane is meant to encourage right-turning vehicles to start their
turning maneuvers “directly adjacent to the curb, rather than forcing motorists to stay in their
lane up to the intersection and the turn across a cyclist's path" (Richardson et al. 1998). They
further elaborate that the presence of a bicycle lane line implicitly conveys that motorists cannot
cross the line unless it is dashed (Richardson et al. 1998).
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From a state-level perspective, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) also provides
guidance on right-hook related intersection approach pavement markings in the “Oregon Bicycle
and Pedestrian Design Guide” (2011). It is recommended that “bike lanes should be striped to a
marked crosswalk or a point where turning vehicles would normally cross them” and that the
bike lane stripe “may be dashed prior to the crosswalk to indicate a potential conflict point to
both bicyclists and drivers” (ODOT 2011). An example of this treatment is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Dashed bike lane striping on intersection approach (ODOT 2011)
Finally, there are many bicycle-friendly cities that have produced their own bicycle design
guides that include guidelines and recommendations for pavement marking treatments for the
mitigation of right-hook crashes. The Chicago Bike Lane Design Guide recommends that the
bicycle lane striping be dotted on the approach to the intersection, starting 30 feet back from the
stop bar, in order to “alert cyclists to the potential for motorists to be crossing their path and
encourage safe merging in advance of the intersection” (PBIC 2002).

The District Department of Transportation (DDOT) “Bicycle Facility Design Guide” also
recommends a very similar dashed striping of the bike lane on the intersection approach, within a
minimum of 30 feet from the stop bar (see Figure 2.3) (2005). The Sacramento Transportation
Authority’s “Best Practices for Bicycle Master Planning and Design” also recommends that the
bike lane become dashed, however they recommend that it do so within 100 feet to 200 feet of
the intersection (2005).
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Figure 2.3 Dashed bike lane striping on intersection approach (DDOT 2005)
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2.1.2

Intersection Crossing Markings

The other common right-hook pavement marking treatment is the marking and/or striping of
bike-lane crossings at intersections or conflict areas. This treatment is one of the few treatments
that focuses on the interaction between the motorist and the cyclist within the intersection, rather
than on the approach (Weigand 2008). In addition to guidance, there are many studies that
evaluated the effectiveness of these treatments.

For this treatment, the MUTCD primarily provides guidance that relates to signalized
intersections with exclusive right-turn lanes, and the dotted pavement markings that are used to
denote these weaving areas (FHWA 2009). However, the MUTCD states that “a dotted line may
be used to define a specific path for a bicyclist crossing an intersection” (FHWA 2009). The
example provided is not for a traditional bicyclist through-movement at an intersection (see
Figure 2.4), but it could be. The MUTCD does not provide restrictions on what movements the
dotted lines can supplement or where the dotted bike lane lines can be implemented within the
intersection.

Figure 2.4 Optional dotted bike lane line within intersection (FHWA 2009)
Finally, the FHWA has also recently produced an “MUTCD Interim Approval for Optional Use
of Green Colored Pavement for Bike Lanes” document, which details the justifications for this
interim approval and the allowable uses, which include the use of green colored pavement in
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bike lanes and in extensions of bike lanes through intersections or traffic conflict areas “to
enhance the conspicuity of the bicycle lane or extension” (2011). According to FHWA,
experimental green colored pavement has performed “satisfactorily successful for the bicycle
applications that were tested” (2011). They report that bicyclists feel safer and that motorists are
more aware of bicyclists when the colored pavement is present (FHWA 2011). The guidance
specifically states that colored pavement can be added to a pair of dotted lines being used to
extend a bicycle lane across an intersection and that the pavement can be “dotted in a manner
that matches the pattern of the dotted lines” (FHWA 2011).

In addition to providing guidance on the markings on the intersection approach, the AASHTO
“Bikeway Traffic Control Guidelines,” provides guidance on the implementation of striping
across an intersection, stating that “in most cases, [bike lane striping] should not continue
through any street intersection,” with the exception being if the intersection is particularly
complex or a multi-lane roundabout (AASHTO 1999).

Recently, the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) has produced the
Urban Bikeway Design Guide, which is specifically geared towards state-of-the-practice
solutions for complete streets designed with bicycle facilities (2011). This design guide was
developed from an extensive worldwide literature review of design guidelines and real-world
experiences and it provides the most comprehensive guidance for right-hook pavement marking
treatments. These treatments can be found in two sections of the guide: colored bike facilities
and intersection crossing markings (NACTO 2011).

With respect to intersection crossing markings, the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide states
that these pavement markings that continue the bike lane across the intersection “provide a clear
boundary between the paths of through bicyclists and either through or crossing motor vehicles
in the adjacent lane,” raises awareness of conflict areas for both bicyclists and motorists, and
“reinforces that bicyclists have priority over turning vehicles” (2011). Four different intersection
crossing features are identified for optional use, including a combination of several of the
features (NACTO 2011). These features are shown in Figure 2.5. The guide also provides the
context that most bicycle-friendly cities in the U.S. implement this treatment in the form of
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dotted line extensions across the intersection, but that there are some “innovative applications of
color” in select cities (NACTO 2011).

Figure 2.5 Intersection crossing marking examples (NACTO 2011)
With respect to colored bike facilities, the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide states that the
use of colored pavement markings within a bicycle lane “increases the visibility of the facility,
identifies potential areas of conflict, and reinforces priority to bicyclists in conflict areas,” all of
which are improvements that would benefit the right-hook crash scenario (2011). The guide goes
so far as to say that the colored pavement markings “increase motorist yielding behavior” and
“reduce bicycle conflicts with turning motorists” (NACTO 2011). The guide states that if a color
is to be applied, green “shall be use to minimize confusion with other standard traffic control
markings” and that “normal white bike lane lines shall be provided along the edges to enhance
nighttime visibility” (NACTO 2011). See Figure 2.6 for an example of this treatment. The guide
also states that the color “may be applied in a dashed pattern within a dashed bicycle lane to
indicate merging areas” and that this design is additionally helpful in that it mimics typical
striping layouts, where dashed markings indicate that merging maneuvers are permitted within
the dashed area (NACTO 2011).
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Figure 2.6 Colored pavement marking in a bike lane (NACTO 2011)
BIKESAFE 2014, an online guide and tool for the selection of bicycle treatments, suggests that
colored pavement marking may be used to indicate weaving areas between bicycles and motor
vehicles “when right-turning motor vehicles cross the path of bicycles in a bike lane” (Sundstrom
and Nabors 2014). The intent of this treatment is to raise awareness and encourage safe
behaviors by both motorists and cyclists, particularly yielding behaviors by turning motorists
(Sundstrom and Nabors 2014).

From an international perspective, the Department for Transport (representing the United
Kingdom) produced a design guide for bicycling infrastructure design that also provides some
guidance on right-hook crash related pavement marking treatments (2008). The guide states that
if a bicycle route continues through a signalized intersection “it may be appropriate to provide
“elephants’ feet” markings” (shown in Figure 2.7), but that these treatments require authorization
and, due to recent restrictions, are unlikely to be approved for any intersections other than those
where the cyclist route is unclear (Department for Transport 2008).
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Figure 2.7 “Elephants’ Feet” intersection crossing marking (Department for Transport 2008)
This guide also recommends that colored pavement surfaces and a bicycle symbol may help “to
raise driver awareness of the likely presence of cyclists” and discourage encroachment by
vehicles (Department for Transport 2008). An example of this colored pavement marking
intersection crossing treatment is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8 Colored pavement intersection crossing marking (Department for Transport 2008)
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The ODOT “Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Design Guide” also provides guidance on
intersection crossing markings (2011). It is stated that while bike lanes are not typically striped
through the intersection, “it may be appropriate to do so where extra guidance is needed,” and
that they “may be marked with 8 inches dotted lines” (ODOT 2011). The guide goes on to say
that these markings can serve to “alert turning motorists of the presence of bicycle traffic”
(ODOT 2011). Finally, it is also stated that “bike lanes may be striped with dashes, or colored, to
guide bicyclists through a long undefined area” (ODOT 2011).

In addition to this guidance, there are many studies that evaluated the effectiveness of these
treatments. In 1999, the City of Portland experimented with blue pavement bicycle lane
treatments to highlight specific BMV conflict areas (exit ramps, right-turn lanes, and entrance
ramps) that were located within the Portland Metropolitan region (1999). The city utilized a
before and after study methodology at 10 treatment locations, using video data, a field survey of
cyclists, and mailed survey of motorists (City of Portland 1999). Across all 10 locations, the
introduction of the blue pavement treatments yielded a 20% increase in motorist yielding
towards cyclists, a 16% increase in motorists stopping or slowing on the approach to the blue
area, and a 21% decrease in motorist use of their turn signal (City of Portland 1999). However,
for the four right-turn lane treatment locations (an example of which is shown in Figure 2.9),
more motorists used their turn signals following the application of the colored treatments, but
there was no significant change in yielding behavior (City of Portland 1999). Overall, they also
found that these treatments created a false sense of security for the cyclists (58% of cyclists
reported in the field survey that motorists were yielding more) (City of Portland 1999).
Additionally, fewer cyclists turned their heads to scan for traffic or used hand signals to indicate
their intended movements (Hunter et al. 2000). However, even with this information, Hunter et
al., who performed analysis on the project data from the Portland study, still recommends that
colored pavement should continue to be used and evaluated in these BMV conflict areas (2000).
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Figure 2.9 Colored pavement treatment at signalized intersection with exclusive right-turn lane
(City of Portland 1999)
The City of Portland has provided an update on the performance of their more recent
experimentation that also included colored pavement markings bicycle lane extensions at
signalized intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes, now colored green to match
recent MUTCD interim approval (2012, FHWA 2011). They reported that right-hook crashes are
increasing at some of the treatment locations; more specifically, that 88% of the crashes at those
locations occurred during the latter green phase, at downhill grades on the treatment approach,
and that, combined, these locations had a high percentage of fast cyclist speeds during peak
hours and around 98% of motorists yielding to the cyclists (City of Portland 2012). They note
that to address these increased collisions, they intend to update signage, add horizontal warning
message markings in the bicycle lane for cyclists, and implement modifications to the green
pavement marking within the bicycle lane extensions “to create a broken pattern that matches the
cycle of the dotted bike lane lines” (City of Portland 2012). They believe that the skipped green
pavement marking “more clearly communicate[s] that this is a conflict [for cyclists]” (City of
Portland 2012).

A study of U.S. cycle tracks by Monsere et al. incorporated a survey of cyclists on their
comprehension of the meaning of the green colored pavement (2014). Monsere et al. explained
that the green pavement is generally being used to either denote an area of potential conflict, or
an area reserved for cyclists (2014). The survey responses revealed that the cyclist population
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currently holds both interpretations, with 52% of respondents identifying it as a conflict area, and
26% of respondents identifying it as an area exclusive for bicycle (Monsere et al. 2014). It is
suggested that some recent designs have used skipped green pavement markings to clear-up this
confusion, so that skipped green pavement represents conflict areas and solid green pavement
represents exclusive bicycle areas (Monsere et al. 2014).

Brady et al. performed a study in Austin, TX, which examined the before and after operation and
safety implications of green colored pavement markings in conflict areas, using three highway
entrance/exit treatment locations and a single exclusive right-turn lane treatment location (2011).
The right-turn lane location included a maneuver where the motorist crossed the bike lane to
enter an exclusive channelized right-turn lane (Brady et al. 2011). At this treatment site, they
observed that bicyclists were more likely to remain in their lane while negotiating the conflict
area and motorists were slightly more likely to use their turn signal; however, motorists were
47% less likely to yield to bicyclists after the colored pavement marking treatment (Brady et al.
2011). They hypothesize that this reduction in yielding is due to driver confusion over whether
they should cross within the green colored weaving area or after it, concluding that this
confusion could be alleviated with an educational campaign (Brady et al. 2011).

Hunter et al. conducted a study in Florida to evaluate whether a green colored pavement marking
treatment positively affected motorist or cyclist behavior in a bicycle lane weaving area on the
approach to a single signalized intersection with an exclusive right-turn lane (2008). Hunter et al.
focused primarily on the observed roadway users’ yielding behavior, using before- and aftertreatment video data (2008). The city first painted the treatment with a simple white dashed bike
lane striping and a green colored pavement (Figure 2.10), then after observing motorist
confusion over a few months, they decided to enhance the treatment with black mini-stripes
(Figure 2.11) (Hunter et al. 2008).
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Figure 2.10 Solid colored pavement treatment with dashed striping (Hunter et al. 2008)

Figure 2.11 Solid colored pavement treatment with dashed striping and black mini-stripe
(Hunter et al. 2008)
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The observations revealed that more motorists yielded to bicycles (p value < 0.001) and used
their turn signals when the colored treatment was added (p value = 0.022), however significantly
fewer motorists used the weaving area to merge into the right-turn after the application of the
treatment, rather than merging before or after the green weaving area (p value = 0.02) (Hunter et
al. 2008). While these results provide some insight into the effectiveness of colored pavement
treatments, multiple limitations to this study significantly retract from that significance: the
intersection approach was located on a one-way street (potentially having less distractions than a
two-way street), the Florida driving population has a higher percentage of older drivers than the
general U.S. driver population, the volumes of cyclists were so low through this intersection that
they had to ask bicycle club members to ride through the approach (potentially severely skewing
their data, as bicycle club members are likely more comfortable maneuvering through conflict
areas than an average cyclist), and, finally, there were very few conflicts so no definitive
conclusions can be drawn about the effect of the treatments on the severity of the interactions.

A study, performed by Singh et al. in Australia and New Zealand evaluated cyclist safety at
signalized intersections, specifically looking at the effects of signal phasing, geometry, and other
bicycle features (including colored pavement markings) with generalized linear modeling and
safety performance functions (2011). They found that the presence of colored lane markings
were especially beneficial, resulting in a 39% decrease in collisions (Singh et al. 2012). More
specifically, they found that the presence of colored treatments positively impacted the outcomes
for “left-turn side swipe, cyclist through” crash types, which is the U.S. version of a “right-turn
side swipe, cyclist through” collision (because they drive on the opposite side of the road) (Singh
et al. 2012). In other words, the presence of colored pavement marking treatments positively
influenced their version of right-hook crash outcomes. Even more importantly, they found that
sites with shared left-turn and through lanes (their version of U.S. shared right-turn and through)
“had higher initial crash rates, but also benefited the most [from colored cycle lanes]” (Singh et
al. 2012). These results are particularly relevant and important.

Jensen conducted a study in Denmark to determine if the blue colored cycle crossings improve
safety at signalized intersections (2008). Jensen observed before and after crash data for 65
signalized intersection, specifically using a general comparison group, an analysis of long-term
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accident trends, and a meta-analysis methodology (2008). Jensen concludes that the results
indicate that the effectiveness of the blue colored cycle crossings seem to be heavily dependent
on the number of colored crossing within an intersection (2008). While the intersections with a
single crossing saw a 32% reduction in directly influenced bicycle accidents, the intersections
with two and four crossings saw a 30% increase in directly influenced accidents (Jensen 2008).
Jensen suggests that, when more than one crossing is present, perhaps motorists devote too much
of their visual attention to the colored pavement markings and focus less on the signals or that
perhaps motorists disregard the warning message when there are too many of them or perhaps
they become confused and “spread their focus too much” (Jensen 2008). While Jensen concludes
that these results indicate that the blue cycle crossing should only be implemented as a single
crossing at an intersection, it is important to note that the single crossing intersections saw a
reduction in rear-end collisions and right-turning vehicle collisions, whereas the two and four
crossing intersections saw an increase in rear-end collisions and right-angle collisions with redlight runners (Jensen 2008). The right-turning collisions for two and four crossing intersections
remained unchanged or increased “only very slightly” (Jensen 2008). Unfortunately, this cannot
be quantified because there were no detailed results provided for the individual collision types.

Additionally, there are some other questions that are not answered in the study that lead to a
second consideration of the results. For example, there is no information concerning the selection
of the number of cycle crossings at treatment locations, other than that it was based on previous
accident data (Jensen 2008). If an intersection was selected to only be marked with a single cycle
crossing because there was only a high number of right-turning vehicle collisions in one
direction, then it seems reasonable that there might be greater safety effects at that intersection,
in comparison to an intersection with a large number of conflicts with turning vehicles in many
directions, simply because of the additional complexity. Furthermore, Jensen also notes that “it is
impossible to rule-out the possibility that uncontrolled confounding factors account for the
results in this study,” as is a general problem for a non-experimental observational study of this
nature (2008). These limitations highlight the need for a more experimental study on intersection
crossing markings.
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Caird et al., with the University of Calgary, conducted a study to evaluate four different bike lane
crossing treatments at channelized right-turn conflict areas, using a full-cab driving simulator
and an ASL eye tracking system (2008). The four treatment options included a white dashed
striping of the bicycle lane lines, a skipped blue colored pavement marking, a solid blue colored
pavement marking, and sharrows (Figure 2.12) (Caird et al. 2008). An ANOVA analysis of the
driving simulator and eye tracker results for the blue skipped pavement marking treatment and
the sharrows treatment revealed that the blue skipped pavement marking treatment saw higher
yielding (90%) than the sharrows treatment (77%) (Caird et al. 2008). The results for the other
two treatments were not presented. In addition to the simulator and eye tracker methods, Caird et
al. also implemented a structured follow-up interview with participants about their
comprehension of the treatments (2008). The sharrow treatment had the highest level of
comprehension (97%), followed by the dashed striping treatment (69%), the blue skipped
treatment (67%), and the solid blue treatment (60%) (Caird et al. 2008). Additionally, when all
four treatments could be chosen, the sharrows were preferred by 53% of participants (Caird et al.
2008).

Figure 2.12 Pavement marking crossing treatments (Caird et al. 2008)
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Limitations of this study include an overly aggressive participant selection criteria that weeded
out motorists who had caused a crash in the past 3 years and those who hadn’t driven more than
10,000 km in the past year (potentially eliminating the population that may be the most
vulnerable to these collisions), simulator sickness practices that resulted in lower compensation
for participants who experienced simulator sickness (creating an incentive for them to “powerthrough” feelings of sickness, ultimately skewing the results), and the lack of results for the
dashed striping and solid blue treatments. This study ultimately serves as an example of one way
that driving simulation can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of an intersection/conflict area
crossing marking treatment.

In addition to the existing research, many cities have submitted a request for experimentation
with this colored pavement. For example, the City of Columbia, MO submitted a request for
experimentation with similar treatments to the City of Portland, requesting to experiment with
“high-visibility [solid and dashed] green pavement markings” at conflict areas on the approach to
signalized intersection with exclusive right-turn lanes (2009). They request to implement solid
green markings in locations where motorists cross the bike lane while maneuvering into the
exclusive right-turn lane (Figure 2.13) (City of Columbia 2009). Additionally, they request to
implement dashed green markings in shared-lane locations where motorists cross paths on the
approach to an intersection (Figure 2.14), as “dashed markings are intended to indicate a shared
vehicle/bicycle space, with each user yielding the right-of-way according to the Vehicle Code”
(City of Columbia 2009).

As stated, cities such as New York and San Francisco, among many others, have submitted
requests to experiment with similar green colored pavement marking treatments (City of New
York Department of Transportation 2005, City and County of San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Authority 2010). Many of these requests have been approved by the FHWA,
according to the “MUTCD- Interim Approval for Optional Use of Green Colored Pavement for
Bike Lanes” document and should produce even more data to assist in the evaluation of these
colored conflict area treatments (FHWA 2011).
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Figure 2.13 Solid colored pavement treatment (City of Columbia 2009)
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Figure 2.14 Dashed colored pavement treatment (City of Columbia 2009)
The Chicago Bike Lane Design Guide also notes that, generally, bicycle lane pavement markings
are not continued through an intersection, because they are difficult to maintain, but that some
intersections with “high levels of bike use and safety issues would warrant consideration of
marking the bike lane through the intersection” (PBIC 2002).
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2.1.3

Summary

Ultimately, while there are some possible treatments and valuable findings related to the
pavement marking mitigations for right-hook crashes occurring at signalized intersections with
shared right-turn and through lanes, the majority of the pavement marking guidance and research
relates to signalized intersections with exclusive right-turn lanes. Additionally, there is little truly
experimental research on the effectiveness of these treatments. Further research is needed to
identify the ways these treatments could be applied to signalized intersections with shared rightturn and through lanes and to evaluate the effectiveness of these new applications on positively
influencing driver behavior.

2.2

Signage

The objective of roadway signage is to communicate relevant information to roadway users, in
order to positively influence driver behavior. While signage cannot regulate user behavior on its
own, it does play a critical role in conveying information that the user is encouraged or required
to use in order to self-regulate their own behavior (Burns and Bliss 2004). Similar to the
pavement marking-related right-hook crash guidance and research, the signage-related righthook crash guidance and research focuses primarily on signalized intersections with exclusive
right-turn lanes, as opposed to those with shared right-turn and through lanes.

2.2.1

Guidance

The first nationally-approved signage related to right-hook crashes appears in the 1978 version
of the MUTCD, which featured the first distinct bicycle section of the manual (FHWA 1978).
This bicycle section included the R4-4 "Begin Right Turn Lane, Yield to Bikes" signage (Figure
2.15), which is still used today as an optional sign at a signalized intersection with an exclusive
right-turn lane and a bike lane, with the intention of “[informing] both the motorist and the
bicyclist of [the] merging maneuver” (FHWA 1978, FHWA 2009). Unfortunately, this particular
sign does not address the scenario of a right-hook crash occurring at a signalized intersection
with a shared right-turn and through lane, and at this point in time, there are no other MUTCDapproved right-hook crash signage options available.
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Figure 2.15 Optional “Begin Right Turn Lane, Yield to Bikes” signage (FHWA 1978)
The next closest sign is the much more general “Bicycle Warning” sign (Figure 2.16), which
“alerts the road user to unexpected entries into the roadway by bicyclists and other crossing
activities that might cause conflicts” (FHWA 2009). While there may not be any specific righthook crash signage for signalized intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes, the
principle of alerting roadway users of a merging or weaving scenario has been propagated across
right-hook crash signage research.

Figure 2.16 Optional “Bicycle Warning” signage (FHWA 2009)
The Oregon Department of Transportation, on the other hand, does provide guidance for a righthook signage option (Figure 2.17), which is applicable to the mitigation of right-hook crashes
occurring at signalized intersections with a shared right-turn and through lane (2013). They state
that it may be used at signalized intersections to alert right turning motorists of an obscured
bicycle crossing (ODOT 2013).
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Figure 2.17 Optional “Turning Vehicles Yield to Bikes” signage (ODOT 2013)
2.2.2

Bicycle Signage Comprehension

Comprehension is a very important aspect of roadway signage. If a roadway user is unable to
quickly determine the message of the sign, it is unlikely that they will be able to modify their
behavior appropriately or in a timely fashion. There are two studies that specifically examined
roadway user comprehension of bicycle-related signage. They are summarized below:

As mentioned previously, the Transportation Association of the Canada National Committee on
Uniform Traffic Control, (NCUTC), funded a study that aimed to develop standard guidelines
for signs, pavement markings, and special treatments for Canadian on-road bike facilities
(Richardson et al. 1998). A major portion of this effort included the testing of sign
comprehension, which was performed through “direct unprompted paraphrasing of sign content”
procedures with 231 school children and 30 adult drivers (Richardson et al. 1998). While this
sample may not be fully representative of the U.S. driving population, some of the findings did
provide valuable results: that signs with words performed better than those with pictures, that
representative images performed better than stylized or iconic representations, and that
“abstractions are not readily expressed in pictures” (Richardson et al. 1998). From these results,
a "Yield to Bicycles” sign (Figure 2.18) was developed in order to “assist in clarifying the right
of way" and to reinforce the rules of the road (Richardson et al. 1998). It is noted that this sign
“should only be used in exceptional cases at problem intersections where the right-of-way rule
does not provide for efficient and safe movement of traffic" (Richardson et al. 1998).
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Figure 2.18 Canadian “Yield to Bikes” signage (Richardson et al. 1998)
In a similar study, Boot et al. examined the effectiveness of safety treatments in protecting
bicyclists and the elderly for the Florida Department of Transportation (2013). The study was
comprise of three tasks, one of which examined how quickly drivers could recognize and extract
meaning from bicycle and pedestrian-related signs and pavement markings at varying distances
(Boot et al. 2013). While they did not specifically test any signage that related to right-hook
crashes, the most relevant finding was that signs with a profile view of cyclists performed better
and were more easily understood than signs with a rear or front view of cyclists (Boot et al.
2013).

Combined, these two studies provide valuable insight into bicycle-related signage designs that
are more easily interpreted by roadway users. These recommendations are directly relatable to
the design and selection of right-hook crash signage.

2.2.3

Supplemental Signage for Pavement Markings

Often, right-hook crash signage is used as a supplement, in conjunction with another right-hook
crash treatment, such as colored pavement markings. In fact, the NACTO Urban Bikeway
Design Guide states that “A 'Yield to Bikes' sign should be used at intersections or driveway
crossings [with colored pavement marking] to reinforce that bicyclists have the right-of-way at
colored bike lane areas." (NACTO 2011). The guide provides three alternative signage designs
(Figure 2.19) that are variations of existing MUTCD-approved signage (NACTO 2011).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.19 Recommended supplemental “Yield to Bikes” signage, not shown to scale
(NACTO 2011)
Furthermore, BIKESAFE 2014, an online guide and tool for the selection of bicycle treatments,
suggests that designers should consider providing appropriate signs when choosing to implement
intersection pavement markings (Sundstrom and Nabors 2014).

In addition to this guidance, there are also multiple field studies that incorporate signage into
experimental colored pavement marking design treatments.

As mentioned previously, in 1999 the City of Portland experimented with blue bike lane
treatments to highlight specific BMV conflict areas located within the Portland Metropolitan
region (1999). However, it is important to note that while the study focused primarily on the blue
pavement marking treatments, the City of Portland did supplement all of the treatment locations
with additional signage (Figure 2.20) and found that the additional sign was a critical aspect of
the overall conflict design, as “substantially more motorists who noticed the sign correctly
identified the meaning of the blue area" (1999). In fact, it is suggested that the supplementary
sign is even more important than the blue pavement markings, due to its clarification of the
regulatory message and of the prioritized right-of-way (City of Portland 1999). Motorist
responses to a mailed survey revealed that 55% of the motorists who saw the sign identified the
meaning of the colored pavement as “yield to cyclist,” in comparison to the 38% of motorists
who did not see the sign (City of Portland 1999). This study ultimately reveals that the signage
helps to reinforce the true meaning of the colored pavement markings.
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Figure 2.20 Supplemental “Yield to Bikes” signage (City of Portland 1999)
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In a similar fashion to the City of Portland study, the previously mentioned colored pavement
marking study in Austin, TX, and the request for experimentation in Columbia, MO also
incorporated “Yield to Bikes” signage (Figure 2.21) at treatment locations with colored
pavement markings at exclusive right-turn lanes (Brady et al. 2011, City of Columbia 2009). For
the Austin, TX study, which examined the before and after operation and safety implications of
green colored pavement markings in conflict areas, the sign was used at the single treatment
location that included a maneuver where the motorist crossed the bike lane to enter an exclusive
channelized right-turn lane (Brady et al. 2011). In this study, however, the signage did not
appear to alleviate driver confusion over the appropriate yielding behavior, as Brady et al. noted
that they actually saw a reduction in driver yielding, which they state was likely due to driver
confusion over whether to cross the green colored bicycle lane or to cross after the colored
section ended (2011).

Figure 2.21 Supplemental “Yield to Bikes” signage (Brady et al. 2011, City of Columbia 2009)
In 2013, Hamann and Peek-Asa performed a case-site control-site study in Iowa to evaluate the
effects of specific bicycle facilities on the reduction of bicycle crashes at intersections, (using
nearly 300 intersections in total). They discovered that while both the presence of pavement
markings (like sharrows and bike lanes on the intersection approaches) and the presence of
warnings signage (Figure 2.22) saw decreased crash likelihoods, the combined presence of
pavement markings and signage saw the greatest reductions (Hamann and Peek-Asa 2013). This
finding further reinforces the City of Portland’s conclusions that signage is critical to the design
of bicycle safety at conflict areas (1999).
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Figure 2.22 Bicycle warning signs (MUTCD 2009)
2.2.4

Summary

Overall, there is very limited guidance and research related to right-hook crash signage for
signalized intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes. Most of the research initiatives
are field studies that consider “Yield to Bikes” signage to be a supplementary message that is
used in conjunction with colored pavement marking treatments to mitigate right hook crashes.
Also, similar to the pavement marking treatments, the guidance and research has focused
primarily on treatments for intersections with exclusive right-turn lanes. More research is needed
to evaluate the impacts of right-hook crash signage at signalized intersections with shared rightturn and through lanes on driver behavior, and to evaluate its performance as a stand-alone
treatment.

2.3

Geometric Design

While some guidance does exist, there are relatively few studies that directly quantify the impact
of geometric design features on pedestrian and bicycle crashes (Singh et al. 2011). Taking that
into account, there are almost none related to right-hook crash-related bicycle safety. For this
literature review, the geometric design treatments will be further categorized as curb radii
treatments and protected intersection treatments.

2.3.1

Curb Radii Treatments

The reduction of curb radii dimensions has the potential to improve bicyclist safety at
intersections by slowing down the turning vehicles, thus reducing the severity of collisions if
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they do occur and providing more time for the motorist or bicyclist to perform an avoidance
maneuver. According to the AASHTO “A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”
formulaic relationship between the design speed and the minimum radius of curvature, as the
radius of curvature is reduced, the design speed must also be reduced so that the vehicle can
successfully execute the turn (2011). In other words, the implementation of smaller curb radii
should encourage lower turning speeds, as the physical geometry of the intersection requires
drivers to slow down.

ODOT provides some general guidance on curb radii designs, as they relate to bicycles and
pedestrians, in the “Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Design Guide” (2011). However, while they
state that the radius should be as small as needed to accommodate design vehicles and that “good
intersection designs are compact,” there is no bicycle-specific curb radii design guidance (ODOT
2011). The NACTO “Urban Street Design Guide” also recommends that the turnings radius
should be minimized to improve pedestrian safety, but does not specifically indicate that these
designs will also improve bicycle safety (NACTO 2013).

BIKESAFE 2014, an online guide and tool for the selection of bicycle treatments, suggests that a
curb radius should be 5 to 10 ft. whenever possible and that “an appropriate effective curb radius
[for arterial streets with a substantial volume of turning buses and/or truck] is about 25 to 30 ft."
(Sundstrom and Nabors 2014). This guide also provides a Seattle case study where the city
reduced the turning radius at intersections in order to solve their right-hook crash problems
(Sundstrom and Nabors 2014). While they state that the city of Seattle has found it to be an
inexpensive, effective, and popular method to encourage a bicycle-friendly community, the city
hasn’t conducted any formal studies on the impacts that these curb radii reductions have had on
crash rates, limiting the strength of the guidance (Sundstrom and Nabors 2014).

Alta Planning + Design produced a report summarizing the lessons learned from cycle tracks in
Amsterdam and Copenhagen, which included a note that smaller curb radii at signalized
intersections “increases the predictability by ensuring that automobiles will cross in a smaller
area,” but once again does not provide information on the impact this increased predictability has
on crash rates (2009).
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To provide some perspective on the lack of research related to curb radii dimensions and bicycle
safety, when Mead et al. produced a summary of available research on bicycle-related roadway
measures, it was stated that “there are currently no resources for this section” (2014).

2.3.2

Protected Intersection Treatments

Protected intersections incorporate a specific combination of geometric design and traffic
engineering features in order to provide increased bicyclist safety and visibility. There is very
little U.S. guidance identified for protected intersections, due to their relatively novel
introduction. However, a graduate student at Portland State University recently produced a video
detailing the design features of a protected intersection (Figure 2.23) (Falbo 2014). Falbo defines
the four major design features as: a corner refuge island, a forward stop bar for cyclists, a setback
bicycle crossing, and bicycle-friendly signal phasing (2014).

Figure 2.23 Protected Intersection for Cyclists video snapshot (Falbo 2014)
Considering an international perspective, Goeverden and Godefrooij provide a summary of
before and after case studies of bicycle-related infrastructure interventions in the Netherlands,
specifically noting the effects of the infrastructure on bikeability (2011). A common theme
among these case studies was the redesign of intersections, with respect to geometric design
elements. More specifically, they included modifications that reduced turning radius (through the
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addition of “humps and bumps” in corner pavement areas to discourage motorist travel in those
areas and to encourage them to move at slower speeds) and also provided physical separation
between the motorist and the cyclist (Goeverden and Godefrooij 2011). A few examples of these
treatment modifications are shown in Figure 2.24. These design elements are similar to those
included within protected intersections. Goeverden and Godefrooij found that while these
improvements saw significant improvements in the perceived safety of the facilities, it “was not
fully reflected by the observed decrease in accidents and casualties” (2011). However, they also
note that since the Dutch bicycle infrastructure is already fairly integrated into the Dutch
transportation system, other countries may see “different (probably larger) impacts” (Goeverden
and Godefrooij 2011).
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Figure 2.24 Example geometric design treatments from the Netherlands
(Goeverden and Godefrooij 2011)
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2.3.3

Summary

There is very little experimental right-hook crash or bicycle safety research related to these
geometric design treatments. More research is needed to evaluate the impacts that smaller curb
radii treatments and protected intersection treatments have on driver behavior and the frequency
and severity of right-hook crashes.

2.4

Summary of Literature Review

The current literature provides little guidance concerning right-hook crash treatments at
signalized intersection with shared right-turn and through lanes during the latter green phase.
This study addresses the following gaps in knowledge within this field:

1. No comparative or evaluative experimental research for right-hook crash pavement
marking and signage treatments for signalized intersections with shared right-turn and
through lanes.
2. No evaluation of right-hook signage as a stand-alone treatment.
3. No comparative or evaluative experimental research for geometric design treatments
(curb radii and protected intersections) for signalized intersections with shared right-turn
and through lanes.
4. No clear recommendations for the selection of specific treatments for preventing righthook crashes at signalized intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes during
the latter green phase.
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3

METHODOLOGY

This section describes the experimental methods selected for evaluating and comparing the righthook crash treatments for signalized intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes.

To address the gaps in knowledge identified in the literature review, design treatments and
controls were configured in a simulated driving environment and tested under specific
environmental conditions. This chapter provides a detailed description of the experimental
design, selection of participants, task selection and implementation, and experimental procedure
of this driving simulator study. This experiment examined motorist behavior in response to four
different categories of possible right-hook crash treatments. Right-turning motorists’ visual
attention, crash avoidance behavior, and potential crash severity were used to evaluate the
relative performance of the alternative treatments. Additionally, a follow-up survey was
implemented as an additional measure of relative performance between the treatments.

3.1

Driving Simulator

The OSU driving simulator is a high-fidelity, motion-based simulator, consisting of a full 2009
Ford Fusion cab mounted above an electric pitch motion system capable of rotating ±4 degrees.
The vehicle cab is mounted on the pitch motion system with the driver's eye point located at the
center of the viewing volume. The pitch motion system allows for the accurate representation of
acceleration or deceleration (OSU 2011). Researchers typically build the environment and
monitor subjects using the operator workstation, shown in Figure 3.1, which is out of view from
participants within the vehicle.

Figure 3.1 Operator workstation for the driving simulator.
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Three liquid crystals on silicon projectors with a resolution of 1,400 by 1,050 are used to project
a front view of 180 degrees by 40 degrees. These front screens measure 11 feet by 7.5 feet. A
digital light-processing projector is used to display a rear image for the driver’s center mirror.
The two side mirrors have embedded LCD displays. Ambient sounds around the vehicle and
internal sounds to the vehicle are modeled with a surround sound system. The computer system
consists of a quad core host running Realtime Technologies SimCreator Software with an update
rate for the graphics of 60 Hz. The simulator software is capable of capturing and outputting
highly accurate values for performance measures such as speed, position, brake and acceleration.
Figure 3.2 shows views of the simulated environment created for this experiment from inside
(left) and outside (right) the vehicle.

Figure 3.2 Simulated environment in OSU driving simulator.
The virtual environment is created using Simulator software packages, including Internet Scene
Assembler (ISA) and SimCreator, along with design software like AutoCAD Civil 3D and
Blender (this process is explained in further detail later within this chapter). The simulated test
track was developed in ISA using Java Script-based sensors on the test tracks to change the
signal indication and display dynamic objects, such as a bicyclist approaching the intersection in
the adjacent bicycle lane or an oncoming vehicle turning left, based on the subject vehicle’s
presence.
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3.1.1

Simulator Data Collection

The following parameters on both subject vehicle and dynamic objects were recorded at roughly
10 Hz (10 times a second) throughout the duration of the experiment:
•

Time – To map the change in speed and acceleration with the position on the roadway;

•

Instantaneous speed of subject vehicle – To identify changes in speed during the
intersection turning maneuver;

•

Instantaneous position of subject vehicle – To estimate the headways during the
intersection turning maneuver;

•

Instantaneous acceleration/deceleration – To identify any acceleration or deceleration
when approaching the intersection and executing a turning maneuver;

•

Instantaneous speed of dynamic “vehicle” – To record the speed of the bicycle while
approaching the intersection; and

•

Instantaneous position of dynamic “vehicle”– To calculate the headway of the subject
vehicle during the turning maneuver.

3.1.2

Simulator Sickness

Simulator sickness occurs when a person exhibits symptoms similar to motion sickness that are
specifically caused by a simulator (Fisher et al. 2011; Owens and Tyrrell 1999). The symptoms
are often very similar to those of motion sickness, and can include general discomfort, headache,
nausea, dizziness, sweating, and in extreme situations, vomiting. Concerning its cause, one of the
more widely accepted theories is cue conflict theory, which suggests that the mismatch of visual
motion cues and physical motion cues, as perceived by the vestibular system, cause the simulator
sickness (Owens and Tyrrell 1999). The experimental procedure was carefully designed to
reduce the occurrence of simulator sickness by providing long tangent sections between rightturns and providing small breaks between driving successive grids to answer questionnaires.
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3.1.3

Eye-Tracker Data Collection

In addition to the data collected with the driving simulator, an eye-tracker was used to collect
information about the visual fixations and glance patterns of participants. For this study, eyetracking data were collected with the Mobile Eye-XG platform from Applied Science
Laboratories (ASL) as displayed in Figure 3.3. This platform allows the user to have both
unconstrained eye and head movement. A sampling rate of 30 Hz was used, with an accuracy of
0.5-1.0 degrees (OSU 2011). The participant’s gaze was calculated based on the correlation
between the participant’s pupil position and the reflection of three infrared lights on the eyeball.

Figure 3.3 OSU researcher demonstrating the Mobile Eye XG Glasses (left) and Mobile
Recording Unit (right) (OSU 2011).
Eye movement consists of fixations and saccades. Fixations occur when the gaze is directed
towards a particular location and remains still for some period of time (Green 2007; Fisher et al.
2011). Saccades occur when the eye moves to another point. The Mobile Eye-XG system records
a fixation when the participant’s eyes pause in a certain position for more than 100 milliseconds.
Quick movements to another position (saccades) are not recorded directly but are calculated
based on the dwell time between fixations. For this research, only the fixations were analyzed.
The saccades were not considered due to the research questions being addressed. An example of
the raw fixation output produced by this eye-tracking system is shown in Figure 3.4. The red
areas indicate longer fixations while the green areas indicate shorter fixations.
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Figure 3.4 Example of raw eye-tracker fixation output
3.1.4

Recruitment

In total, 46 individuals, primarily from the areas surrounding Corvallis, OR, participated as test
subjects in this experiment. The goal was to recruit a sample that would be representative of the
Oregon driving population. Therefore, only licensed Oregon drivers (who had been driving for
more than 1 year and were between the ages of 18 to 75 years of age) were recruited. These
participants were also required to have good vision and be able to provide written, informed
consent. Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the eye-tracking system equipment and
calibration procedures, individuals wearing glasses were unable to participate unless they also
had contacts lenses that provided them with adequate driving vision.

Recruitment efforts included flyers posted and distributed around the OSU campus and the city
of Corvallis, as well as phone calls made to members of the Center for Healthy Aging Research
Registry (a registry of individuals over the age of 55, who reside in Oregon and who are
interested in volunteering for research studies).

Screening procedures were not implemented until the quota for either gender or age had been
reached, at which point only the gender and age groups with unmet quotas were allowed to
participate. A significant effort was made to recruit participants of all ages and varying
backgrounds, although it was expected that many of the participants would come from the OSU
student or staff population).
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Throughout the entire study, information related to the participants was kept under double-lock
security in compliance with accepted Institutional Review Board (IRB) procedures. Each
participant was randomly assigned a number to remove any uniquely identifiable information
from the recorded data.

3.1.5

Driving Simulator Experimental Protocol

This section describes the step-by-step procedures of the driving simulator study, as conducted
for each individual participant.

3.1.5.1 Informed Consent and Compensation
Upon the test participant’s arrival to the laboratory, the OSU IRB approved informed consent
document was presented and explained. It provided the participant with the opportunity to gain a
general idea of the experiment procedures and ask any questions regarding their participation.
The informed consent document detailed the motivations for the study (specifically, observing
driver behavior). In addition, the document explained the risks and benefits involved with
participation. After signing the informed consent, participants were clearly informed that they
would be provided with $20 compensation in cash at the conclusion of their participation, but
that they could stop the experiment at any time for any reason and still receive full
compensation. Participants were not told of the specific research objective or the associated
hypotheses, in order to avoid potentially influencing their behavior.

3.1.5.2 Prescreening and Demographics Survey
Following the informed consent, participants were asked to complete a prescreening and
demographics survey targeting information such as their prior experience with motion sickness,
simulator sickness, and driver simulators, as well as their age, gender, driving experience, and
their highest level of education. In addition to these questions, the survey also included a
question about participants’ visual acuity (specifically, if they required glasses to drive).
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3.1.5.3 Eye Tracker Calibration and Test Drive
After successfully completing the survey, participants advanced to the calibration and test drive
portion of the experiment. The participants were seated in the driving simulator vehicle, asked to
adjust the seat, steering wheel, and rear mirror to their comfort level, and were then outfitted and
calibrated with the eye-tracker system. If a participant’s eyes were unable to be calibrated, then
their participation ended at that time.

If they were calibrated successfully, they were then informed of the vehicle’s operations and
features, and asked to perform a three to five minute test drive, with the encouragement that they
“drive as they normally would”. This drive helped participants to acclimate to the driving
simulator vehicle mechanics and the virtual reality of the simulator. More specifically for this
study, this test drive allowed participants to practice making turns in the driving simulator
environment. This practice ensured that the first experimental turns were not biased by
participants still acclimating to the vehicle operations. Additionally, this drive helped to identify
participants that were be prone to simulator sickness. Following the drive, participants were
asked if they were feeling sick, and if they reported yes, then they were excluded from the
experimental drives and ended their participation at that time.

3.1.5.4 Experimental Drive
After the motorist’s eyes were calibrated to the driving simulator screens, they were given a brief
overview of the number of drives they would be completing and the survey procedures between
each drive. The experiment was divided into six grids with three minute breaks provided
between each grid for the participant to answer survey questions. In total, the virtual driving
course was designed to take the participants about 20 to 30 minutes to complete.

In order to provide a distraction from the true objectives of the study, participants were prompted
to turn the radio on and off towards the end of each grid, specifically during one of the long
tangent sections between intersections. They were then asked follow-up questions at the end of
each grid, relating to particular details in the surrounding environment during those sections of
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roadway (for example, the color of the oncoming car, the type of building on the roadside, the
number/type of other roadway users, etc.).

3.1.5.5 Post-Drive Survey and Explanation of Research Objectives
At the completion of the experimental drives, participants were asked to respond to several
questions in an online Qualtrics survey. This provided another source of data for the evaluation
of the various treatments, in addition to the driving simulator and eye tracker data. The postdrive survey assessed two general categories of questions:
•

Comprehension of treatments –How would the motorist interpret the meaning of different
bicycle lane, traffic sign, and geometric treatments?

•

Preference for treatments – Which treatment types did motorists prefer?

3.1.5.6 Pilot Study
Before conducting the full-scale experiment, a pilot study was conducted with eight participants
in order to receive initial feedback on the experimental procedures and scenarios. This pilot
study provided valuable feedback that lead to experimental design adjustments, including the
addition of two more grids (and redistribution of existing treatments across those grids) and the
adjustment of the dynamic “vehicle” (bicycle) coding.

3.1.6

Eye Tracker Data Reduction

Participants’ eye-tracker fixation data were analyzed using a combination of manual and
automated methods within the ASL Results Plus software. The videos of the participants’ eye
movements were uploaded into the software, then polygons defined as “Areas of Interest”
(AOIs) were manually created to overlay the video, specifically focusing on the fixations during
the participants’ approach to an intersection and their subsequent right-turning maneuver.

Figure 3.5 provides a screenshot of an example of these AOIs. The red cross-hairs in this image
indicate the current location of the motorist fixation on the oncoming turning vehicle and the
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colored heat maps represent previous fixations on the intersection crossing pavement marking.
As previously indicated, the green areas represent shorter fixations, whereas the warmer-colored
areas represent longer fixations. Once the AOI’s are defined at all locations of interest, the
software was used to produce output spreadsheets of the fixation and AOI data, which was then
imported into Excel and other statistical packages, like R, to perform further analysis.

Figure 3.5 Participant fixating on an oncoming turning vehicle at an intersection
3.2

Environmental Loading

The selection of the environmental loading factors was determined from the results of Hurwitz et
al.’s research, which considered the causal factors for right-hook crashes at this type of
signalized intersection configuration (in press). According to Hurwitz et al.’s results, the
combined presence of oncoming turning vehicles and a bicycle approaching from behind at a
high speed (16mph) was the worst-case scenario for right-hook crashes (in press). For this
reason, this was the combination of environmental loading factors that was selected for
consideration in this experiment. In each of the experimental right-turn scenarios, the participant
would experience the following environmental loading characteristics:
•

An oncoming vehicle would turn before they approached the intersection and two
more vehicles would be waiting in the oncoming lane with their turn signals
illuminated;
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•

The signal would change to green before they approached the intersection, creating a
“latter green phase” as they approached the intersection area;

•

Within fairly close proximity to the intersection, a bicycle would appear in the
driver’s blind zone on the roadway, specifically located in the bicycle lane; and

•

The bicycle would then travel at a speed of 16mph through the intersection,
subsequently forcing the driver to either yield they right of way, increase their speed
to pass in front of the cyclist, or collide with the cyclist.

Figure 3.6 provides a diagram of this loading scenario, described above. The subject vehicle is
shown in red, the turning vehicle are shown in blue, and the bicyclist is shown in green.

Figure 3.6 Environmental Loading Scenario
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3.3

Treatment Selection

According to the results from Hurwitz et al., a failure of visual attention is a significantly
contributing factor to right hook crashes in these scenarios (in press). Therefore, the majority of
treatments that were selected for further consideration were those that had the potential to
improve the visual detection of bicyclist by drivers. The treatments that fall into this category
included signage, pavement markings, and protected intersections. Additionally, this experiment
considered treatments that had the potential to reduce vehicle speeds during right-turning
maneuvers. The treatment categories that fall into this category included curb radii and protected
intersections (however, in theory, the signage and pavement marking treatments may also have
the potential to improve this measure of performance). Furthermore, all of these treatment
categories have the potential to improve motorist crash avoidance behavior.

The selection of right-hook treatments that were to be considered within the experiment was a
process that involved a literature review of existing guidance and research related to right-hook
treatments (summarized in Chapter 2), and a collaborative decision-making process between a
team of researchers, a technical advisory committee (TAC), and select ODOT design engineers.
Following the literature review, a comprehensive list of treatments was presented to the TAC
stakeholders for consideration. Additionally, the treatment options were discussed with ODOT
design engineers, in order to ensure the selected treatments could be constructed on ODOT
facilities. Combined, these efforts resulted in a final selection of treatments, which are detailed
further in the following section.

3.4

Factorial Design

This experiment included four independent treatment variables: signage, pavement marking, curb
radii, and protected intersections. Each independent variable is either dichotomous or categorical
in nature and has either two, three, or five levels (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.7).

The factorial design resulted in 24 scenarios for inclusion in the experiment. While the signage,
pavement marking, and curb radii treatments were fully counterbalanced between one another,
the protected intersection was not counterbalanced against the pavement marking treatments, due
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to the physical design limitations of the protected intersection. It should also be noted that the
protected intersection design used in the simulator was not intended to study constructability
issues such as truck turning/mountable curbs, reflective markings on curbs for visibility issues at
night, issues about downhill grades, or accommodation of pedestrians.

Table 3.1 Experimental factors and levels.
Name of
Variable

Acronym

Category

Levels

Levels Descriptions

Signage

S

Dichotomous
(Categorical)

0
1
0

None
Signage
None
Dotted white bike line with stencil,
single line
Dotted white bike line with stencil,
double line
Skipped green bike lanes with white
outline
Full green bike lane with dotted white
outline
Larger curb radii, 30ft
Smaller curb radii, 10ft
None
Protected intersection with islands
Protected intersection with islands and
green pavement markings

1
Pavement
Marking

PM

Nominal
(Categorical)

2
3
4

Curb Radii

C

Discrete

Protected
Intersection

PI

Nominal
(Categorical)

0
1
0
1
2
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Figure 3.7 Experimental factors and levels.
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3.5

Research Hypotheses

The specific research questions associated with the assessment of the visual attention and crash
avoidance behavior of motorists, as well as the potential crash severity, are presented in this subsection.

3.5.1

Visual Attention

The visual attention of motorists was measured by eye-movement fixation data, collected with
eye-tracker technology. The potential influence of the experimental factors (Table 3.2) on rightturning motorists’ eye movement formed the basis of the research questions regarding the visual
attention of motorists. The following research hypotheses were established to guide the
assessment of visual attention for each individual treatment:
•

Research Hypothesis 1 (RH1): The engineering treatment has no effect on the rightturning motorists’ mean total fixation duration on areas of interest in the driving
environment.

•

Research Hypothesis 2 (RH2): The engineering treatment has no effect on the proportion
of motorists who fixate on an adjacent bicyclist prior to and during the right-turn
maneuver at signalized intersections.

The research hypothesis, data analysis, and results for this set of experiments are detailed in
“Chapter 4: Results: Visual Attention.”

3.5.2

Crash Avoidance Behavior

Motorist’s performance was assessed with the global performance measure of crash avoidance
during right-turning maneuvers taking place during the latter portion of the green indication and
in the presence of bicyclists at a signalized intersection. Considering crash avoidance behavior
for intersection approaches with different potential treatments helped to determine the relative
impact of the alternative treatments. The following research hypotheses were established to
guide the assessment of crash avoidance behavior for each individual treatment:
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•

Research Hypothesis 3 (RH3): The engineering treatment has no effect on the rightturning motorists’ crash outcomes for near-collisions or collisions.

•

Research Hypothesis 4 (RH4): The engineering treatment has no effect on the rightturning motorists’ time-to-collision values at the time of near-collisions or collisions.

The research hypothesis, data analysis, and results for this set of experiments are detailed in
“Chapter 5: Results: Crash Avoidance.”

3.5.3

Potential Crash Severity

The potential crash severity of incidents was measured by vehicle velocities, collected with the
driving simulator. Higher velocities at the time of the traffic conflict were considered to be more
severe, as injuries to the cyclist generally increase with higher velocities. Considering vehicle
velocities for intersection approaches with different potential treatments helped to determine the
relative impact of the alternative treatments. The following research hypothesis was established
to guide the assessment of crash severity for each individual treatment:
•

Research Hypothesis 5 (RH5): The engineering treatment has no effect on the rightturning motorists’ velocity at the time of near-collisions or collisions.

The research hypothesis, data analysis, and results for this set of experiments are detailed in
“Chapter 6: Results: Potential Crash Severity.”

3.6

Road and Intersection Geometry

The cross section of the roadway included two 12-foot traffic lanes, with 6-foot bicycle lanes in
each direction. The intersection approaches included a single shared right-turn and through lane
and a single receiving lane. The intersection approaches had a posted speed limit of 35 mph.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of an intersection approach in the simulated environment as it was
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presented to the participants. This particular example shows the case where the motorist has
yielded for the bicyclist.

Figure 3.8 Screen capture of an intersection approach in simulated environment.
3.6.1

Scenario Development

The existing “pre-made” intersection and roadway tiles in ISA did not match the criteria for the
desired experimental roadway and intersection geometry, striping, and markings. Therefore, this
experiment required the application of a novel scenario development process that provided the
flexibility to design custom simulated environments. Over 5 months of work was devoted to the
development and implementation of this new process, which was modeled after the scenario
development method developed by driving simulator researchers at the University of Wisconsin
Traffic Operations and Safety Laboratory. In the end, this process involved the following steps:
•

Design in AutoCAD Civil 3D- The roadway infrastructure in the simulated
environment was first built using roadway design tools in AutoCAD Civil 3D. Threedimensional four-way intersection “tiles,” along with a straight roadway section
“tile,” were created to ODOT design standards (including the geometry, striping, and
markings), then exported as a TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) surface.

•

Texturing in Blender- These TIN surfaces were then imported into the Blender opensource computer graphics software program. In Blender, these “tile” surfaces were
separated into the various components (sidewalks, curbs, pavement, centerline
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striping, stop bar markings, grass, etc.) and then each was assigned a texture image
(to be applied in a repeating pattern across the entirety of the surface). These texture
surface objects were then exported as VRML files (.wrl).
•

File Editing- Some file edits were completed to ensure that the files would be
compatible with ISA. These edits included changes to the object file codes and the
use of an ISA-provided VRML convert program.

•

Importing into ISA- Following the file edits, the objects were imported into ISA and
combined to create environmental “tiles” for intersections and roadway sections.

•

Running the combined environmental model in SimCreator- After building-out the
full environment in ISA, the final file was loaded into SimCreator and run normally
to display the simulated driving environment.

Figure 3.9 provides a graphical flow-chart of the steps involved in this process, along with
some supplementary screenshots from each portion of the process. Overall, this process was
very time-intensive and required a great deal of attention to detail.
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Figure 3.9 Flow chart of scenario development process
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3.7

Presentation of Driving Scenarios

In all, 24 right-turning scenarios were presented to participants across six grids (Table 3.2). To
measure the influence of treatment alternatives, participants were exposed to a variety of
different treatment configurations. It is important to note that due to a coding error, two of the 24
scenarios were duplicated and not fully counterbalanced (number 21 duplicated in 23 and
number 22 duplicated 24). These are the four scenarios related to the protected intersection
treatment. This duplication was taken into consideration during the analysis of the resulting data.

Figure 3.10 shows an example of grid layout of four right-turning scenarios – Grid 5. The orange
“Path” in the Figure 3.10 indicates the sequence of intersections participants were asked to drive
through. The layout of other grids with two, three, and four right-turning scenarios are included
in Appendix B.

Participants were given the instruction to turn right at an intersection through an automated voice
command saying “Turn Right at the Next Intersection.” This voice command was automatically
generated using a Java Script-based sensor placed at the right-turning intersection approach,
which was triggered by the presence of the participant vehicle on the sensor.
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Table 3.2 Experiment 2, grid and right-turning intersection layout.
T#

RT #

Signage

Pavement Marking

Curb Radii

Protected Intersection
None
Protected intersection
w/islands

Grid 1
11

1

Turning veh yield

None

30 ft.

23

2

None

None

30 ft.

3

3

None

20

4

Turning veh yield

17

1

Turning veh yield

22

2

Turning veh yield

13

3

Turning veh yield

7

4

None

8

1

None

14

2

Turning veh yield

5

3

None

16

4

Turning veh yield

Double dotted white lane
lines with stencil
Full green bike lane with
dotted white outline
Grid 2
Single dotted white bike
lane line with stencil
None
Double dotted white lane
lines with stencil
Single dotted white bike
lane line with stencil
Grid 3
Double dotted white lane
lines with stencil
Skipped green bike lanes
with white outline
Full green bike lane with
dotted white outline
None
Grid 4
Dotted green bike lanes
with white outline
Full green bike lane with
dotted white outline
None
Skipped green bike lanes
with white outline
Grid 5

30 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

10 ft.

None

30 ft.

Protected intersection w/
islands and green pavement

30 ft.

None

10 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

10 ft.

None

10 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

10 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

30 ft.

Protected intersection
w/islands

10 ft.

None

30 ft.

None

19

1

Turning veh yield

15

2

Turning veh yield

1

3

None

4

4

None

10

1

None

2

2

None

21

3

None

9

4

None

12

1

Turning veh yield

24

2

Turning veh yield

None

30 ft.

6

3

None

10 ft.

18

4

Turning veh yield

None
Double dotted white lane
lines with stencil

Protected intersection w/
islands and green pavement
None

10 ft.

None

Full green bike lane with
dotted white outline
Single dotted white bike
lane line with stencil
None
Skipped green bike lanes
with white outline
Grid 6
Single dotted white bike
lane line with stencil
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Figure 3.10 Example of grid layout with four right-turning (RT) scenarios – Grid 5
Path: Start-Right-Right-Right-Thru-Right-Right-Right-Finish.
3.8

Counterbalancing

To control for the practice or carryover effect, the order of the intersection grids were
counterbalanced. In this randomized partial counterbalancing procedure, six different grid
sequences were chosen. The grid sequences were 1-2-4-3-5-6, 2-4-5-1-3-6, 4-2-5-3-6-1, 5-2-3-61-4, 5-6-1-4-2-3, and 6-3-1-5-4-2 which were randomly presented to the participants. The
frequency with which these sequences were assigned is detailed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Random assignment of grid sequence to participants.
Grid Sequence
124356
245136
425361
523614
561423
631542

3.9

Frequency of
presentation
5
3
5
4
9
2

Follow-up Survey

A follow-up survey was administered after the driving simulator portion of the experiment.
Response data were collected with an online survey developed in Qualtrics. The survey was used
to determine motorist perceptions of the selected engineering treatments and their visual
attention, with respect to an adjacent bicyclist. Additionally, the survey was used to determine
motorist perceptions of a treatment that was unable to be tested within the simulated
environment: the dynamic “Turning Vehicle Yield to Bikes” traffic sign currently implemented
in Portland, OR. Participants were shown a video of the sign activating with its dynamic message
(Figure 3.11).

a) sign dark

b) sign activated

c) flashing yield triangle and arrow
growing bottom to top

Figure 3.11 Sequence of phases for the dynamic “Turning Vehicle Yield to Bikes” sign.
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3.10 Participants
This section summarizes the basic profile and demographics of the subject participants in this
study.

3.10.1 Summary Statistics
For this experiment, 46 subjects (26 male and 20 female) were recruited to participate in the
driving simulator study. A higher than typical rate of simulator sickness was observed, with
approximately 39% (7 male and 10 female) of participants reporting simulator sickness at
various stages of the experiment (Table 4-1). Any responses recorded from participants who
experienced simulator sickness were excluded from the final data set. Therefore, the final data
set was comprised of 28 participants: 18 male and 10 female (Table 4-1).

Table 4-4: Summary of participant profile

Categories

Total

Male

Female

Total

46 (100%)

26 (57%)

20 (43%)

Sim Sick (%)

18 (39%)

7 (15%)

10 (22%)

Participated (%)

28 (61%)

18 (39%)

10 (22%)

3.10.2 Demographics
As stated previously, a significant effort was made to recruit a sample that would be
representative of the Oregon driving population. Table 4-2 provides a summary of the
demographic data for the subject participants. All participants were licensed drivers who reside
in the state of Oregon (not necessarily Oregon licensed) and were recruited from the areas
surrounding Corvallis, OR.
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Table 4-5: Participant demographics.

Category
What is your highest
completed level of education?

How many years have you
been licensed?

What corrective lenses do you
wear while driving?

Do you experience motion
sickness?
Gender

Age

Possible Responses

Number of
Participants

Percentage of
Participants

High School Diploma

1

4%

Some College

13

46%

Associates Degree

0

0%

4-year Degree

10

36%

Master's Degree

3

11%

PhD Degree

0

0%

Other

1

4%

1 - 5 years

13

46%

6 - 10 years

4

14%

11 - 15 years

0

0%

16 - 20 years

2

7%

More than 20 years

9

32%

Glasses

2

7%

Contacts

10

36%

None

16

57%

Yes

4

14%

No

24

86%

Male

18

64%

Female

10

36%

Minimum

Average

Maximum

19

38

70
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4

RESULTS: VISUAL ATTENTION

This chapter summarizes the analysis of the participants’ eye-tracking data that were collected
with a head-mounted optics eye tracker while driving through the 22 right-turning intersections
in the simulated environment. The primary objective of this experiment is to determine the effect
of the selected engineering treatments on the likelihood of motorists scanning for the presence of
bicyclists before turning right at a signalized intersection during the latter portion of the green
phase. It is hypothesized that right-turning motorists’ visual attention will be influenced by the
22 treatment combinations. The following research hypotheses were formulated for each
individual treatment:
•

Research Hypothesis 1 (RH1): The engineering treatment has no effect on the rightturning motorists’ mean total fixation duration on areas of interest in the driving
environment.

•

Research Hypothesis 2 (RH2): The engineering treatment has no effect on the proportion
of motorists who fixate on an adjacent bicyclist prior to and during the right-turn
maneuver at signalized intersections.

4.1

Descriptive Data Analysis

Twenty-eight participants successfully completed the driving simulator experiment. However,
due to the eye-tracker calibration issues, 20 treatment intersections were lost across seven
participants. As each treatment was only presented once to each participant, the rest of their data
was still considered useable. This represents a total of 596 ([28*22]-20) right-turn maneuvers.
These data were reduced as described in the methodology.

Table 4.1 summarizes the Areas of Interest (AOIs). It is important to note that the “Bicyclist”
AOI represents the bicyclist to the front of the vehicle or to the side of the vehicle (once the
bicyclist is visible out the passenger side window), whereas the “Bicyclist in Side Mirror” AOI
and “Bicyclist in Rear Mirror” AOI represent the bicyclist’s presence behind the vehicle when
the bicyclist is visible in the rear mirror and in the passenger side mirror. The “Side Mirror” AOI
and “Rear Mirror” AOI represent the side and rear mirror, respectively, when there is no bike
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visible within them. Figure 4.1 presents an annotated illustration of the AOIs that were
considered in the analysis of visual attention.

Table 4.1 Summary of areas of interest.
Areas of Interest
Side Mirror with
Bicyclist
Rear Mirror with
Bicyclist
Bicyclist
Side Mirror
Rear Mirror
Turning Vehicle
Signal
Signage
Pavement Marking
Protected Intersection
Pavement Marking
Protected Intersection
Island

Description
The side mirror when the bicyclist is present and visible within it.
The rear mirror when the bicyclist is present and visible within it.
The bicyclist when it is in front of the vehicle or visible through
the passenger side window.
The side mirror when no bicyclist is present or visible within it.
The rear mirror when no bicyclist is present or visible within it.
The oncoming left-turning vehicles.
The two traffic signal heads for the direction of vehicle travel.
The additional signage treatment.
The additional pavement marking treatments.
The additional protected intersection pavement marking treatment.
The additional protected intersection island treatment.
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Figure 4.1 Examples of the different AOIs considered during the experiment
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Figure 4.2 presents the distribution of participants that looked for the bicyclist in the side or rear
mirror across all 596 right-turn maneuvers. The participants were considered to have looked for
the bicyclist on the intersection approach if at least one of the following variables was greater
than zero (“Side Mirror,” “Rear Mirror,” “Bicyclist in Side Mirror,” or “Bicyclist in Rear
Mirror”). Of the 596 right-turn maneuvers, 470 maneuvers (79%) involved participants looking
for the bicyclist and 126 maneuvers (21%) did not involve participants looking for the bike.
Table 4.2 summarizes the average total fixation durations (ATFDs) of all of the AOIs, collected
at the 22 right-turn experimental intersections.

Figure 4.2 Distribution of participants that looked the bicyclist in the rear or side mirror,
across all 616 right-turn maneuvers.
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Table 4.2 Summary of AOI Average Total Fixation Durations (ATFD) (sec) by treatment number
ATFD (sec)
T#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Bicyclist
in Side
Mirror

Bicyclist
in Rear
Mirror

0.28
0.19
0.30
0.30
0.16
0.14
0.38
0.32
0.14
0.05
0.20
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.27
0.29
0.22
0.18
0.25
0.22
0.07
0.15

0.15
0.04
0.11
0.24
0.12
0.19
0.19
0.15
0.09
0.25
0.20
0.16
0.17
0.11
0.12
0.15
0.10
0.19
0.21
0.13
0.16
0.09

Bicyclist

Side
Mirror

Rear
Mirror

Turning
Vehicle

0.09
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.11
0.08
0.13
0.16
0.13
0.12
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.26
0.23
0.20
0.11
0.14
0.23
0.23
0.38
0.24

0.33
0.15
0.25
0.21
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.19
0.33
0.23
0.42
0.26
0.27
0.18
0.23
0.17
0.22
0.29
0.25
0.16

0.47
0.32
0.40
0.45
0.46
0.32
0.35
0.24
0.24
0.28
0.19
0.37
0.34
0.31
0.28
0.27
0.36
0.25
0.36
0.25
0.38
0.27

1.90
2.32
1.99
1.68
1.72
1.83
2.29
2.09
1.99
2.25
1.80
1.59
1.61
1.58
1.61
1.87
2.26
1.51
1.80
1.49
2.29
1.31

Note: “-“ within table means that the AOI is not presented in that grid.

Signal

Pavement
Marking

0.72
0.58
0.73
0.37
0.65
0.79
0.52
0.81
0.42
0.77
0.72
0.77
0.56
0.45
0.51
0.93
0.69
0.58
0.52
0.81
0.69
0.46

0.81
0.64
1.06
1.16
0.66
0.87
1.47
1.17
0.47
0.73
1.18
1.13
0.58
0.94
1.47
1.29
-

Signage

Protected
Intersection
Pavement
Marking

Protected
Intersection
Island

0.76
0.90
0.69
1.02
0.63
0.73
0.99
0.68
0.79
0.85
1.38

1.12

1.41
0.92
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Figure 4.3 shows the ATFD values and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for all
participants, specifically for seven AOIs at an intersection scenario where the motorist
was presented with an intersection with the level zero signage treatment, the level zero
pavement marking treatment, the level zero curb radii treatment, and the level zero
protected intersection treatment (S0, PM0, C0, and PI0). This particular intersection is the
most basic of all intersections shown to the participants. Note that the driver allocates the
highest portion of their visual attention to the turning vehicle.
2.50

Duration (sec)

2.00

1.90

1.50
1.00
0.72

0.50
0.33

0.28
0.15

0.00

0.47

0.09

-0.50
Bicyclist in
Side-mirror

Bicyclist in
Rear-mirror

Bicyclist

Side-mirror

Rear-mirror

Turning
Vehicle

Signal

Figure 4.3 ATFDs with 95% CIs for control case (S0, PM0, C0, and PI0)
Figure 4.4 shows the ATFD values and 95% CIs for all participants, specifically for
seven AOIs at an intersection scenario where the treatments included the level one
signage treatment, the level zero curb radii treatment, and the level two protected
intersection treatment (S1, C0, and PI2). This case includes one of the highest levels of
treatment, when compared to the control intersection.
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2.50

Duration (sec)

2.00
1.50

1.38

1.31

1.12

1.00

0.92

0.50
0.00

0.46
0.15

0.24
0.09

0.16

0.27

-0.50

Figure 4.4 ATFDs with 95% CIs for one of the highest levels of treatment
(S1, C0, and PI2)
4.2

Statistical Analysis

The presence of the engineering treatments may influence motorists’ visual attention
while turning right. Therefore, all the treatment factors were included as independent
variables. It should be noted that although other factors, such as motorists’ experience
level and age or conspicuity of the bicyclist may also influence motorist visual search
task at an intersection, those factors are outside the scope of this study.

The primary dependent variable of this experiment was the visual attention of motorists
during the right-turn maneuver at signalized intersections. Average total fixation duration
(ATFD) was calculated for each AOI as it provided a quantitative measure of how
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motorist visual attention was distributed across targets (Fisher et al. 2011). Fixation data
for different AOIs were statistically analyzed to answer the research hypotheses using
Excel and R statistical software.

4.2.1

Effect of Engineering Treatments on Average Total Fixation Duration

To answer the first research hypothesis (RH1) regarding the treatments, the dataset was
split by the four independent treatment variables: 1) signage, 2) pavement markings, 3)
curb radii, and 4) protected intersections. The dataset was aggregated this way to isolate
the impact of individual variable levels.

4.2.1.1 Signage Treatments
Figure 4.5 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the 11 AOIs for the signage treatment
variable levels: S0= no signage present, and S1= signage present.

The graphical comparison shows that while most of the ATFDs remain the same with the
level one signage treatment, the ATFDs for the “Side Mirror” and the “Bicyclist in Side
Mirror” AOIs increase with the level one signage treatment. This finding suggests that
when the level one signage treatment is present, drivers spend more time scanning for the
bicyclist in the side mirror as compared to the level zero signage treatment (0.23 sec vs.
0.21 sec, a 9% increase, and 0.25 second vs. 0.23 second, 10% increase, respectively).

This indicates that the level one signage treatment may positively influence the driver
behavior. The message of the sign may alert the driver that they should be actively
looking for a bicyclist while approaching the intersection. This may also be enhanced by
the trend of the driver’s visual path towards the right side of the road when the level one
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signage treatment is present. The driver is already looking in that direction, so it may feel
natural to simply continue moving the scan path to the right, towards the passenger side
mirror. This would also explain the reduction in the ATFD for the “Rear Mirror” AOI
with the presence of the additional signage (0.30 sec vs. 0.35 sec, a 14% decrease).

Protected Intersection Island
Protected Intersection Pavement Marking
Signage
Pavement Marking
Signal
Turning Vehicle

S0
S1

Rear-mirror
Side-mirror
Bicyclist
Bicyclist in Rear-mirror
Bicyclist in Side-mirror
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Duration (sec)

Figure 4.5 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the signage treatment levels
(S0= no signage present, and S1= signage present)
A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs of interest, with respect to
the level zero signage treatment (S0) and level one signage treatment (S1). These tests
compared the ATFDs for the S0 condition to the ATFDs for the S1 condition to
determine whether there is a significant difference between the values of each.
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Additionally, analysis of variance was also used to statistically determine if there is a
significant difference between the ATFDs for S0 and S1. Table 4.3 presents the results of
these two tests, with statistically significant p-values shown in bold.

Table 4.3 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by S treatment level

Areas of Interest

Bicyclist in Side
Mirror
Bicyclist in Rear
Mirror

Signage
Treatment
Levels
S0
S1

ANOVA

ATFD (sec)

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

Welch’s Two sample two tail
-test
S0 vs. S1

0.63

0.57

0.46

0.46

No

-0.06

0.50

0.42

0.07

0.07

No

-0.08

Bicyclist

0.35

0.42

0.31

0.31

No

0.07

Side Mirror

0.48

0.48

0.88

0.88

No

0.00

Rear Mirror

0.63

0.56

0.66

0.66

No

-0.07

Turning Vehicle

2.16

1.85

0.001*

0.001*

Yes

-0.31

Signal

0.98

0.94

0.53

0.53

No

-0.04

Pavement Marking

1.21

1.18

0.42

0.42

No

0.03

Protected
Intersection Island

0.62

1.07

0.13

0.13

No

0.45

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were strongly skewed to
the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal distribution
for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the zero values
(for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed from the
dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of drivers who
did look at the particular AOIs.
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The two-sample Welch’s t-test revealed that the only statistically significant difference in
ATFDs occurred for the “Turning Vehicle” AOI, with a two-tailed p-value of 0.001 for
the comparison between S0 and S1. When the level one signage treatment was present,
the motorists spent less time fixating on the oncoming turning vehicles in comparison to
the level zero signage treatment (1.85 sec vs. 2.16 sec). This change could influence the
ATFDs for the bike-related AOIs in that a greater portion of their visual attention could
have been allocated to the ATFDs for those bicyclist-related AOIs. However, all of the
bicyclist-related AOIs either decreased or remained the same. The ANOVA analysis also
showed that fixations on the oncoming turning vehicles had statistically significant
differences as measured by ATFDs, with a p-value of 0.001. No other significant
differences were found with 95% confidence.

4.2.1.2

Pavement Marking Treatments

Figure 4.6 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the nine AOIs for the pavement marking
treatment variable levels: PM0= no pavement marking; PM1= a single, dotted white bike
line with stencil; PM2= a double, dotted white bike line with stencil; PM3= a skipped
green bike lane with white outline; and PM4= a solid green bike lane with dotted white
outline.

This figure doesn’t provide a clear indication as to which pavement marking level
provides the best improvements in ATFD. A treatment may increase for one AOI but
decrease for another. For this reason, the figures and analyses for the pavement marking
levels have been further divided into four groups to separately compare the level zero
pavement marking treatment against the other four treatments levels: 1) PM0 & PM1, 2)
PM0 & PM2, 3) PM0 & PM3, and 4) PM0 & PM4.
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Signage

Pavement Marking

Signal

Turning Vehicle
PM0
PM1

Rear-mirror

PM2
PM3
PM4
Side-mirror

Bicyclist

Bicyclist in Rear-mirror

Bicyclist in Side-mirror

0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Duration (sec)

Figure 4.6 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the pavement marking treatment levels
(PM0= no pavement marking, PM1= single, dotted white bike line with stencil,
PM2= double, dotted white bike line with stencil, PM3= skipped green bike lane with
white outline, and PM4= solid green bike lane with dotted white outline)
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4.2.1.2.1

PM0 and PM1

Figure 4.7 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the nine AOIs for the following pavement
marking treatment variable levels: PM0= no pavement marking, and PM1= a single,
dotted white bike line with stencil.

Signage

Pavement Marking

Signal

Turning Vehicle

Rear-mirror

P0
P1

Side-mirror

Bicyclist

Bicyclist in Rear-mirror

Bicyclist in Side-mirror
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Duration (sec)

Figure 4.7 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the group 1 pavement marking treatment levels
(PM0= no pavement marking, and PM1= a single, dotted white bike line with stencil)
The graphical comparison shows no consistent pattern of change between the ATFDs for
level zero pavement marking treatment (PM0) and those of the level one pavement
marking treatment (PM1). The ATFDs for the following AOIs decreased for PM1:
“Signal,” “Side Mirror,” “Bicyclist,” and “Bicyclist in Rear Mirror.” These findings
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suggest that when the level one pavement marking treatment is present drivers spend less
time scanning for the bicyclist in the side mirror (0.31 sec vs. 0.35 sec, an 11% decrease)
on the approach to the intersection, and less time scanning for the bicyclist in the rear
mirror in the closer vicinity to the intersection (0.12 sec vs. 0.13 sec, an 8% decrease), as
compared to the level zero pavement marking treatment level.

While the ATFDs for these AOIs decreased, the ATFDs for the following AOIs increased
for PM1: “Signage,” “Turning Vehicle,” “Rear Mirror,” and “Bicyclist in Side Mirror.”
These findings suggest that when the level one pavement marking treatment is present,
drivers spend more time scanning for the bicyclist in the rear mirror (0.35 sec vs. 0.31
sec, a 13% increase) on the approach to the intersection, and more time scanning for the
bicyclist in the side mirror in the closer vicinity to the intersection (0.26 sec vs. 0.23 sec,
a 13% increase), as compared to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs, with respect to PM0 and
PM1. These tests compared the ATFDs for PM0 and PM1 to determine whether there is a
significant difference between the values of each. Additionally, analysis of variance was
also used to statistically determine if there is a significant difference between the ATFDs
for PM0 and PM1. Table 4.4 presents the results of these two tests, with statistically
significant p-values shown in bold.

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
zero values (for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs.
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Table 4.4 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by PM treatment level

Areas of
Interest

Pavement Marking
Treatment Levels
PM0

PM1

ATFD (sec)
Bicyclist in
Side Mirror
Bicyclist in
Rear Mirror

ANOVA

Welch’s Two sample two tail
-test
PM0 vs. PM1

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

0.64

0.75

0.37

0.37

No

0.11

0.48

0.42

0.96

0.96

No

-0.06

Bicyclist

0.31

0.31

0.89

0.89

No

0.00

Side Mirror

0.55

0.41

0.07

0.07

No

-0.06

Rear Mirror

0.58

0.68

0.28

0.28

No

0.10

Turning
Vehicle

2.01

2.23

0.57

0.57

No

0.22

Signal

1.15

0.93

0.01*

0.01*

Yes

0.22

Signage

1.07

1.31

0.49

0.49

No

0.24

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

The two-sample Welch’s t-test revealed that the only statistically significant difference in
ATFDs for PM0 and PM1 occurred for the “Signal” AOI, with a two-tailed p-value of
0.01. When the level one pavement marking treatment was present, the motorists spent
less time fixating on the traffic signal, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking
treatment (0.93 sec vs. 1.15 sec). This change may influence the ATFDs for the bikerelated AOIs in that a greater portion of their visual attention can now be allocated to the
ATFDs for those bike-related AOIs. The ANOVA analysis did not result in any
statistically significant differences as measured by ATFDs. No other significant
differences were found with 95% confidence.
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4.2.1.2.2 PM0 and PM2
Figure 4.8 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the nine AOIs for the following pavement
marking treatment variable levels: PM0= no pavement marking, and PM2= a double,
dotted white bike line with stencil.
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Bicyclist
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Figure 4.8 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the group 2 pavement marking treatment levels
(PM0= no pavement marking, and PM2= a double, dotted white bike line with stencil)
While the ATFDs for these AOIs decreased, the ATFDs for the following AOIs increased
for PM2: “Bicyclist,” and “Bicyclist in Side Mirror.” These findings suggest that when
the level two pavement marking treatment is present, drivers spend more time scanning
for the bicyclist in the side mirror in close vicinity to the intersection (0.26 sec vs. 0.23
sec, a 13% increase), compared to the level zero pavement marking treatment.
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A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs, with respect to the no
additional pavement marking treatment level (PM0) and the second additional pavement
marking treatment level (PM2). These tests compared the ATFDs for the PM0 condition
to the ATFDs for the PM2 condition to determine whether there is a significant difference
between the values of each. Additionally, analysis of variance was also used to
statistically determine if there is a significant difference between the ATFDs for PM0 and
PM2. Table 4.5 presents the results of these two tests.

Table 4.5 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by PM treatment level

Areas of
Interest

Pavement Marking
Treatment Levels
PM0

Welch’s Two sample two tail ttest

PM2

ATFD (sec)
Bicyclist in
Side Mirror
Bicyclist in
Rear Mirror

ANOVA

PM0 vs. PM2
p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

0.64

0.62

0.85

0.85

No

-0.02

0.48

0.42

0.79

0.79

No

-0.06

Bicyclist

0.31

0.35

0.53

0.53

No

0.04

Side Mirror

0.55

0.51

0.44

0.44

No

-0.04

Rear Mirror

0.58

0.50

0.63

0.63

No

-0.08

Turning
Vehicle

2.01

1.93

0.79

0.79

No

-0.08

Signal

1.15

0.94

0.15

0.15

No

-0.21

Signage

1.07

1.10

0.54

0.54

No

0.03

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
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zero values (for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs. The two-sample Welch’s t-test and the
ANOVA analysis did not result in any statistically significant differences between PM0
and PM2, as measured by ATFDs, with 95% confidence.

4.2.1.2.3 PM0 and PM3
Figure 4.9 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the nine AOIs for the following pavement
marking treatment variable levels: PM0= no pavement marking, and PM3= a skipped
green bike lane with white outline.
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Figure 4.9 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the group 3 pavement marking treatment levels
(PM0= no pavement marking, and PM3= skipped green bike lane with white outline)
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The graphical comparison shows no consistent pattern of change between the ATFDs for
the level zero pavement marking treatment (PM0) and those of the level three pavement
marking treatment (PM3). The ATFDs for the following AOIs decreased for PM3:
“Signal,” “Turning Vehicle,” “Side Mirror,” and “Bicyclist in Rear Mirror.” These
findings suggest that when the level three pavement marking treatment is present, drivers
spend less time scanning for the bicyclist in the side mirror on the approach (0.23 sec vs.
0.26 sec, a 12% decrease), and less time scanning for the bicyclist in the rear mirror in
close vicinity to the intersection (0.16 sec vs. 0.17, a 6% decrease), compared to the level
zero pavement marking treatment.

While the ATFDs for these AOIs decreased, the ATFDs for the following AOIs increased
for PM3: “Signage,” “Rear Mirror,” and “Bicyclist.” These findings suggest that when
the level three pavement marking treatment is present, drivers spend more time scanning
for the bicyclist in the rear mirror on the approach to the intersection, compared to the
level zero pavement marking treatment (0.34 sec vs. 0.31 sec, a 10% increase).

A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs, with respect to the level
zero pavement marking treatment (PM0) and the level three pavement marking treatment
(PM3). These tests compared the ATFDs for PM0 and PM3 to determine whether there is
a significant difference between the values of each. Additionally, analysis of variance
was also used to statistically determine if there is a significant difference between the
ATFDs for PM0 and PM3. Table 4.6 presents the results of these two tests, with
statistically significant p-values shown in bold.

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
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zero values (for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs.

Table 4.6 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by PM treatment level

Areas of
Interest

Pavement Marking
Treatment Levels
PM0

PM3

ATFD (sec)
Bicyclist in
Side Mirror
Bicyclist in
Rear Mirror
Bicyclist
Side Mirror
Rear Mirror
Turning
Vehicle
Signal
Signage

ANOVA

Welch’s Two sample two tail test
PM0 vs. PM3

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

0.64

0.60

0.43

0.43

No

-0.04

0.48

0.40

0.56

0.56

No

-0.08

0.31
0.55
0.58

0.44
0.46
0.68

0.23
0.28
0.09

0.23
0.28
0.09

No
No
No

0.13
-0.09
0.10

2.01

1.92

0.47

0.47

No

-0.09

1.15
1.07

0.72
1.34

0.001*
0.50

0.001*
0.50

Yes
Yes

-0.43
0.27

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

The two-sample Welch’s t-test revealed that the only statistically significant difference in
ATFDs for PM0 and PM3 occurred for the “Signal” AOI, with a two-tailed p-value of
0.001. This finding suggests that when the level three pavement marking treatment is
present, the motorists spend less time fixating on the traffic signal in comparison to the
level zero pavement marking treatment (0.72 sec vs. 1.15 sec). The ANOVA analysis
also showed that fixations on the traffic signal had a statistically significant difference, as
measured by ATFDs, with a p-value of 0.001. No other significant differences were
found with 95% confidence.
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4.2.1.2.4 PM0 and PM4
Figure 4.10 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the nine AOIs for the following
pavement marking treatment variable levels: PM0= no pavement marking, and PM4= a
solid green bike lane with dotted white outline.

The graphical comparison shows no consistent pattern of change between the ATFDs for
the level zero pavement marking treatment and those of the level four pavement marking
treatment. The ATFDs for the following AOIs decreased for PM4: “Signage,” “Signal,”
“Turning Vehicle,” “Side Mirror,” “Bicyclist in Rear Mirror,” and “Bicyclist in Side
Mirror.” These findings suggest that when the level four pavement marking treatment is
present, drivers spend less time scanning for the bicyclist in the side mirror on the
approach (0.25 sec vs. 0.26 sec, a 4% decrease), and less time scanning for the bicyclist
in the rear and side mirror in close vicinity to the intersection (0.15 sec vs. 0.17, a 12%
decrease, and 0.18 sec vs. 0.23 sec, a 22% decrease, respectively), as compared to the
level zero pavement marking treatment.

While the ATFDs for these AOIs decreased, the ATFDs for the “Bicyclist” AOI
increased for PM4. This is not significant to the motorist scanning for the bicyclist
because the bicyclist is adjacent to or has already passed the vehicle when the “Bicyclist”
AOI is visible to the driver.
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Figure 4.10 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the group 4 pavement marking treatment levels
(PM0= no pavement marking, and PM4= solid green bike lane with dotted white outline)
A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs, with respect to the level
zero pavement marking treatment (PM0) and the level four pavement marking treatment
(PM4). These tests compared the ATFDs for PM0 and PM4 to determine whether there is
a significant difference between the values of each. Additionally, analysis of variance
was also used to statistically determine if there is a significant difference between the
ATFDs for PM0 and PM4. Table 4.7 presents the results of these two tests, with
statistically significant p-values shown in bold.

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
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zero values (for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs.

Table 4.7 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by PM treatment level

Areas of
Interest

Pavement Marking
Treatment Levels
PM0

PM4

ATFD (sec)
Bicyclist in
Side Mirror
Bicyclist in
Rear Mirror

ANOVA

Welch’s Two sample two tail test
PM0 vs. PM4

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

0.64

0.45

0.03*

0.03*

Yes

-0.19

0.48

0.53

0.30

0.30

No

0.05

Bicyclist

0.31

0.39

0.35

0.35

No

0.08

Side Mirror

0.55

0.47

0.33

0.33

No

-0.08

Rear Mirror

0.58

0.58

0.64

0.64

No

0.00

Turning
Vehicle

2.01

1.92

0.75

0.75

No

0.09

Signal

1.15

1.01

0.21

0.21

No

0.14

Signage

1.07

1.17

0.94

0.94

No

0.16

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

The two-sample Welch’s t-test revealed that the only statistically significant difference in
ATFDs for PM0 and PM4 occurred for the “Bicyclist in Side Mirror” AOI, with a twotailed p-value of 0.03. This finding suggests that when the level four pavement marking
treatment is present, the motorists spent less time fixating on the bicyclist in the side
mirror in close proximity to the intersection, in comparison to the level zero pavement
marking treatment (0.45 sec vs. 0.62 sec). The ANOVA analysis also showed that
fixations on the traffic signal had a statistically significant difference, as measured by
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ATFDs, with a p-value of 0.03. No other significant differences were found with 95%
confidence.

4.2.1.3 Curb Radii Treatments
Figure 4.11 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the 11 AOIs for the following curb radii
treatment variable levels: C0= 30ft curb radii and C1= 10 foot curb radii.

Protected Intersection Island
Protected Intersection Pavement
Marking
Signage
Pavement Marking
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Turning Vehicle

C0

Rear-mirror

C1

Side-mirror
Bicyclist
Bicyclist in Rear-mirror
Bicyclist in Side-mirror
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0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Duration (sec)

Figure 4.11 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the curb radii treatment levels
(C0= 30ft radii, and C1= 10ft radii)
The graphical comparison shows no consistent pattern of change between the ATFDs for
the level zero curb radii treatment (C0) and those of the level one curb radii treatment
(C1). The ATFDs for the following AOIs decreased for C1: “Signage,” “Rear Mirror,”
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“Side Mirror,” and “Bicyclist.” These findings suggest that when the level one curb radii
treatment is present, drivers spend less time scanning for the bicyclist in the rear and side
mirror on the approach to the intersection, compared to the level zero curb radii treatment
(0.29 sec vs. 0.35 sec, a 17% decrease, and 0.22 sec vs. 0.26 sec, a 15% decrease,
respectively).

While the ATFDs for these AOIs decreased, the ATFDs for the following AOIs increased
for C1: “Pavement Marking,” “Signal,” “Turning Vehicle,” and “Bicyclist in Rear
Mirror.” These findings suggest that when the level one curb radii treatment is present,
drivers spend more time scanning for the bicyclist in the rear mirror in close proximity to
the intersection, compared to the level zero curb radii treatment (0.16 sec vs. 0.14 sec, a
14% increase).

A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs of interest, with respect to
the level zero curb radii treatment (C0) and the level one curb radii treatment (C1). These
tests compared the ATFDs for C0 and C1 to determine whether there is a significant
difference between the values of each. Additionally, analysis of variance was also used to
statistically determine if there is a significant difference between the ATFDs for C0 and
C1. Table 4.8 presents the results of these two tests, with statistically significant p-values
shown in bold.

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
zero values (for those participants who didn’t look at the particular AOIs) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs.
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Table 4.8 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by C treatment level

Areas of
Interest

Curb Radii
Treatment Level
C0

C1

ATFD (sec)
Side Mirror
with Bicyclist
Rear Mirror
with Bicyclist

ANOVA

Welch’s Two sample two tail test
C0 vs. C1

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

0.58

0.63

0.31

0.31

No

0.05

0.46

0.45

0.57

0.57

No

-0.01

Bicyclist

0.41

0.35

0.45

0.45

No

-0.06

Side Mirror

0.52

0.44

0.04*

0.04*

Yes

-0.08

Rear Mirror

0.62

0.56

0.93

0.93

No

-0.06

Turning
Vehicle

1.93

2.10

0.21

0.21

No

0.17

Signal

0.90

0.99

0.38

0.38

No

0.09

Signage

1.29

1.25

0.76

0.76

No

0.04

Pavement
Marking

1.15

1.24

0.50

0.50

No

0.09

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

The two-sample Welch’s t-test revealed that the only statistically significant difference in
ATFDs for C0 and C1 occurred for the “Side Mirror” AOI, with a two-tailed p-value of
0.04. These findings suggest that when the level one curb radii treatment is present, the
motorists spent less time fixating on the bicyclist in the side mirror on the approach to the
intersection, in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment (0.44 sec vs. 0.52 sec).
The ANOVA analysis also showed that fixations on the side mirror had statistically
significant differences as measured by ATFDs, with a p-value of 0.04. No other
significant differences were found with 95% confidence.
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4.2.1.4 Protected Intersection Treatments
The protected intersection treatment levels are unique, as it is not fully counterbalanced
with the rest of the treatments. Therefore, the analysis has been divided into three groups:

1) PI0 (T1) & PI1… (the base intersection treatment with 30ft curb radii, no signage,
and no pavement marking) vs. (protected intersection treatment with islands, 30ft
curb radii, no signage, and no pavement marking)
2) PI0 (T11) & PI2… (the intersection treatment with 30ft curb radii, signage, no
pavement marking) vs. (protected intersection treatment with islands, 30ft curb
radii, signage, and green pavement marking)
3) PI1 & PI2… (protected intersection treatment with islands, 30ft curb radii, no
signage, and no pavement marking) vs. (protected intersection treatment with
islands, 30ft curb radii, signage, and green pavement marking)

Figure 4.12 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the 11 AOIs for the following protected
intersection treatment variable levels: PI0 (T1)= base intersection treatment with 30ft
curb radii, no signage, no pavement marking, and PI1= protected intersection treatment
with islands, 30ft curb radii, no signage, no pavement marking.

The graphical comparison shows no consistent pattern of change between the ATFDs for
the level zero protected intersection treatment (PI0 (T1)) and those of the level one
protected intersection treatment (PI1). The ATFDs for the following AOIs decreased for
PI1: “Signal,” “Rear Mirror,” “Side Mirror,” and “Bicyclist in Side Mirror.” These
findings suggest that when the level one protected intersection treatment is present,
drivers spend less time scanning for the bicyclist in the rear and side mirror on the
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approach to the intersection (0.38 sec vs. 0.47 sec, a 19% decrease, and 0.25 sec vs. 0.33
sec, a 24% decrease, respectively) and significantly less time for the bicyclist in the side
mirror in close proximity to the intersection (0.07 sec vs. 0.28 sec, a 75% decrease), as
compared to the T1 level zero protected intersection treatment. This significant decrease
in the “Bicyclist in Side Mirror” could be due to the fact that with PI1, the driver has an
additional AOI (the “Protected Intersection Island,” which averaged 1.41 sec ATFD).
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Bicyclist in Side-mirror
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2.00

2.50

3.00
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Figure 4.12 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the group 1 protected intersection treatment
levels (PI0 (T1)= base intersection treatment with 30ft curb radii, no signage, no
pavement marking, and PI1= protected intersection treatment with islands, 30ft curb
radii, no signage, no pavement marking)
While the ATFDs for these AOIs decreased, the ATFDs for the following AOIs increased
for PI1: “Turning Vehicle,” “Bicyclist,” and “Bicyclist in Rear Mirror.” These findings
suggest that when the level one protected intersection treatment is present, drivers spent
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more time scanning for the bicyclist in the rear mirror in close proximity to the
intersection, as compared to the T1 level zero protected intersection treatment (0.16 sec
vs. 0.15 sec, a 7% increase).

A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs , with respect to the level
zero protected intersection treatment (PI0 (T1)) and the level one protected intersection
treatment (PI1). These tests compared the ATFDs for PI0 (T1) and PI1 to determine
whether there is a significant difference between the values of each. Additionally,
analysis of variance was also used to statistically determine if there is a significant
difference between the ATFDs for PI0 (T1) and PI1. Table 4.9 presents the results of
these two tests, with statistically significant p-values shown in bold.

Table 4.9 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by PI treatment level

Areas of
Interest

Protected
Intersection
Treatment Level
PI0 (T1)

PI1

ATFD (sec)
Side Mirror
with Bicyclist
Rear Mirror
with Bicyclist

ANOVA

Welch’s Two sample two tail test
PI0 (T1) vs. PI1

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

0.62

0.49

0.68

0.68

No

-0.13

0.43

0.69

0.15

0.15

No

0.26

Bicyclist

0.28

0.59

0.02*

0.02*

Yes

0.31

Side Mirror

0.62

0.62

0.96

0.96

No

0.00

Rear Mirror

0.71

0.69

0.82

0.82

No

-0.02

Turning
Vehicle

1.97

2.44

0.56

0.56

No

-0.47

Signal

1.24

1.06

0.64

0.64

No

-0.18

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data
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It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
zero values (for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs.

The two-sample Welch’s t-test revealed that the only statistically significant difference in
ATFDs for PI0 (T1) and PI1 occurred for the “Bicyclist” AOI, with a two-tailed p-value
of 0.04. These findings suggest that when the level one protected intersection treatment is
present, the motorists spent more time fixating on the bicyclist once it is alongside or has
passed the vehicle, in comparison to the T1 level zero protected intersection treatment
(0.59 sec vs. 0.28 sec). The ANOVA analysis also showed that fixations on the side
mirror had statistically significant differences as measured by ATFDs, with a p-value of
0.04. No other significant differences were found with 95% confidence.

Figure 4.13 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the 11 AOIs for the following protected
intersection treatment variable levels: PI0 (T11)= base intersection treatment with 30ft
curb radii, signage, no pavement marking, and PI2= protected intersection treatment with
islands, 30ft curb radii, signage, green pavement marking.

While the ATFDs for these AOIs decreased, the ATFDs for the following AOIs increased
for PI2: “Signage,” “Rear Mirror,” and “Bicyclist.” These findings suggest that when the
level two protected intersection treatment is present, drivers spend more time scanning
for the bicyclist in the rear mirror on the approach to the intersection, as compared to the
T11 level zero protected intersection treatment (0.27 sec vs. 0.19 sec, a 42% increase).
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Figure 4.13 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the group 2 protected intersection treatment
levels (PI0 (T11)= base intersection treatment with 30ft curb radii, signage, no pavement
marking, and PI2= protected intersection treatment with islands, 30ft curb radii, signage,
green pavement marking)
A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs, with respect to the level
zero protected intersection treatment (PI0 (T11) and the level two protected intersection
treatment (PI2). These tests compared the ATFDs for PI0 (T11) and PI2 to determine
whether there is a significant difference between the values of each. Additionally,
analysis of variance was also used to statistically determine if there is a significant
difference between the ATFDs for PI0 (T11) and PI2. Table 4.10 presents the results of
these two tests.
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Table 4.10 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by PI treatment level

Areas of
Interest

Protected
Intersection
Treatment Level
PI0 (T11)

PI2

ATFD (sec)
Side Mirror
with Bicyclist
Rear Mirror
with Bicyclist

ANOVA

Welch’s Two-sample two-tail test
PI0 (T11) vs. PI2

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

0.50

0.57

0.48

0.48

No

0.07

0.40

0.57

0.67

0.67

No

0.17

Bicyclist

0.51

0.36

0.38

0.38

No

-0.15

Side Mirror

0.45

0.71

0.19

0.19

No

0.26

Rear Mirror

0.46

0.34

0.27

0.27

No

-0.12

Turning
Vehicle

1.56

2.01

0.17

0.17

No

0.45

Signal

0.55

1.01

0.13

0.13

No

0.46

Signage

1.90

1.07

0.19

0.19

No

-0.83

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
zero values (for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs.

The two-sample Welch’s t-test and the ANOVA analysis did not result in any statistically
significant differences between PI0 (T11) and PI2, as measured by ATFDs, with 95%
confidence.
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Figure 4.14 shows the ATFDs with 95% CIs on the 11 AOIs for the following protected
intersection treatment variable levels: PI1= protected intersection treatment with islands,
30ft curb radii, no signage, no pavement marking and PI2= protected intersection
treatment with islands, 30ft curb radii, signage, green pavement marking.

Protected Intersection Island
Protected Intersection Pavement
Marking
Signage
Pavement Marking
Signal
Turning Vehicle

PI1
PI2

Rear-mirror
Side-mirror
Bicyclist
Bicyclist in Rear-mirror
Bicyclist in Side-mirror
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

Duration (sec)

Figure 4.14 Bar plots of ATFD (sec) for the group 3 protected intersection treatment
levels (PI1= protected intersection treatment with islands, 30ft curb radii, no signage, no
pavement marking and PI2= protected intersection treatment with islands, 30ft curb radii,
signage, green pavement marking)
The graphical comparison shows that while most of the ATFDs decreased for PI2, there
was an increase in the ATFDs for the “Bicyclist in Side Mirror” AOI. This finding
suggests that when the level two protected intersection treatment is present, drivers spent
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more time scanning for the bicyclist in the side mirror in close proximity to the
intersection, in comparison to the level one protected intersection treatment (0.15 sec vs.
0.07 sec).

A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the AOIs, with respect to the level
one protected intersection treatment (PI1) and the level two protected intersection
treatment (PI2). These tests compared the ATFDs for PI1 and PI2 to determine whether
there is a significant difference between the values of each. Additionally, analysis of
variance was also used to statistically determine if there is a significant difference
between the ATFDs for PI1 and PI2. Table 4.11 presents the results of these two tests,
with statistically significant p-values shown in bold.

It is important to note that the ATFD distributions for the AOIs were significantly skewed
to the right, and needed to be log-transformed to closer represent a more normal
distribution for the statistical tests. In order to proceed with the log transformation, the
zero values (for those participants that didn’t look at the particular AOI) were removed
from the dataset for these tests. Therefore, the test results represent the sub-group of
drivers who did look at the particular AOIs.

The two-sample Welch’s t-test revealed that a statistically significant difference in
ATFDs for PI1 and PI2 occurred for the “Turning Vehicle” and “Signal” AOI, with a
two-tailed p-values of 0.04 and 0.04, respectively. These findings suggest that when the
level two protected intersection treatment is present, the motorists spent less time fixating
on the turning vehicle and the traffic signal (1.56 sec vs. 2.44 sec and 0.55 sec vs. 1.06
sec), in comparison to the level one protected intersection treatment. This change may
influence the ATFDs for the bike-related AOIs in that a greater portion of their visual
attention can now be allocated to the ATFDs for those bike-related AOIs. The ANOVA
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analysis also showed that fixations on the oncoming turning vehicle and the traffic signal
had statistically significant differences, as measured by ATFDs, with p-values of 0.04
and 0.04, respectively. No other significant differences were found with 95% confidence.

Table 4.11 Statistical analysis of difference in ATFDs by PI treatment level

Areas of Interest

Side Mirror with
Bicyclist
Rear Mirror with
Bicyclist

Protected
Intersection
Treatment
Levels
PI1
PI2

ANOVA

ATFD (sec)

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

Welch’s Two sample two tail test
PI1 vs. PI2

0.49

0.50

0.90

0.90

No

0.01

0.69

0.40

0.07

0.07

No

-0.29

Bicyclist

0.59

0.51

0.55

0.55

No

-0.08

Side Mirror

0.62

0.45

0.25

0.25

No

-0.17

Rear Mirror

0.69

0.46

0.65

0.65

No

-0.23

Turning Vehicle

2.44

1.56

0.04*

0.04*

Yes

-0.88

Signal
Protected
Intersection Island

1.06

0.55

0.04*

0.04*

Yes

0.51

1.62

1.07

0.13

0.13

No

0.55

Note: For these statistical tests, the zeros have been removed in order to log-transform the data

4.2.2

Effect of Engineering Treatments on Motorists Fixating on Bicyclist

In addition to the assessment of the ATFDs on the bicyclist, with respect to different
treatments and their respective levels, another research interest (RH2) was to investigate
the percentage of motorists who fixated on the bicyclist before turning right at an
intersection. As stated previously, the participants were considered to have looked for the
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bicyclist if at least one of the following variables was greater than zero (“Side Mirror,”
“Rear Mirror,” “Bicyclist in Side Mirror,” or “Bicyclist in Rear Mirror”). Table 4.12
presents the percentage of the all right-turn maneuvers where the motorist fixated on the
bicyclist-related AOIs before turning right. Of the 596 right-turn maneuvers, 470
maneuvers (79%) involved participants looking for the bicyclist and 126 maneuvers
(21%) did not involve participants looking for the bike.

Table 4.12 Frequency of motorist fixation on bicyclist before turning right
Frequency of
fixation
Total (n)
Fixated
% Fixated

Total
596
470
79%

Individual motorist fixations behavior was examined for the four treatment levels:
signage (S), pavement marking (PM), curb radii (C), and protected intersections (PI). A
Chi-square test revealed no statistically significant difference between the frequencies of
motorist fixations on the bicyclist of the different treatment levels. Table 4.13 presents
the p-value results of these chi-square tests.

Table 4.13 Chi-square test for independence results for treatment levels and
motorist fixation on bicyclist before turning right
Treatment Variable
S
PM
C
PI

P value
0.3233
0.1684
0.5181
0.7912

Significant
No
No
No
No
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In order to gain a better understanding of the impacts of the different treatment levels on
the motorist fixations on the bicyclist, within each treatment type, this analysis was
further broken down by four treatment types.

4.2.2.1 Signage
Table 4.14 presents the rates of the right-turn maneuvers where the motorist fixated on
the bicyclist-related AOIs before turning right, separated by the signage treatment levels:
S0 and S1. Of the two levels, S1 showed a 4% higher rate of motorist fixations on the
bicyclist, with 81% of the right-turn maneuvers involving participants looking for the
bicyclist.

Table 4.14 Frequency of motorist fixation on bicyclist before turning right, S
Frequency of
fixation
Total (n)
Fixated
% Fixated

Signage Treatment Level
S0
S1
296
300
228
242
77%
81%

4.2.2.2 Pavement Marking
Table 4.15 presents the rates of the right-turn maneuvers where the motorist fixated on
the bicyclist-related AOIs before turning right, separated by the pavement marking
treatment variables levels: PM0, PM1, PM2, PM3, and PM4. Treatments PM1, PM2,
PM3, and PM4, showed higher rates of motorist fixations on the bicyclist, in comparison
to PM0 (1%, 10%, 9%, and 10%, respectively). Of the five levels, PM2 and PM4 showed
the higher rates of motorist fixations on the bicyclist, both with 83% of the right-turn
maneuvers involving participants looking for the bicyclist (10% increase from PM0).
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Table 4.15 Frequency of motorist fixation on bicyclist before turning right, PM
Frequency of
fixation
Total (n)
Fixated
% Fixated

PM0
109
80
73%

Pavement Marking Treatment Level
PM1
PM2
PM3
90
89
78
109
108
106
83%
82%
74%

PM4
91
110
83%

4.2.2.3 Curb Radii
Table 4.16 presents the rates of the right-turn maneuvers where the motorist fixated on
the bicyclist-related AOIs before turning right, separated by the two curb radii treatment
levels: C0 and C1. Of the two levels, C0 showed the higher rate of motorist fixations on
the bicyclist, with 80% of the right-turn maneuvers involving participants looking for the
bicyclist.

Table 4.16 Frequency of motorist fixation on bicyclist before turning right, C
Frequency of
fixation
Total (n)
Fixated
% Fixated

Curb Radii Treatment Level
C0
C1
325
271
260
210
80%
77%

4.2.2.4 Protected Intersection
Table 4.17 presents the rates of the right-turn maneuvers where the motorist fixated on
the bicyclist-related AOIs before turning right, separated by the protected intersection
treatment levels used previously in the ATFD analysis: PI0 (T1), PI0 (T11), PI1, and PI2.
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As a reminder, PI0 (T1) is the base intersection treatment with 30ft curb radii, no signage,
and no pavement marking and PI0 (T11) is the intersection treatment with 30ft curb radii,
signage, no pavement marking.

Between PI0 (T1) and PI1, PI0 (T1) showed the higher rate of motorist fixations on the
bicyclist, with 77% of the right-turn maneuvers involving participants looking for the
bicyclist. Between PI0 (T11) and PI2, PI2 showed the higher rate of motorist fixations on
the bicyclist, with 81% of the right-turn maneuvers involving participants looking for the
bicyclist. Between PI1 and PI2, PI2 showed the higher rate of motorist fixations on the
bicyclist, with 81% of the right-turn maneuvers involving participants looking for the
bicyclist.

Table 4.17 Frequency of motorist fixation on bicyclist before turning right, PI
Frequency of
fixation
Total (n)
Fixated
% Fixated

4.3

Protected Intersection Treatment Level
PI0 (T1)
PI0 (T11)
PI1
PI2
26
28
27
27
20
21
20
22
77%
75%
74%
81%

Summary

This study investigated motorists’ visual attention to assess if motorists actively search
for bicyclists before turning right at a signalized intersection - an important condition to
avoid a right-hook crash. Of the 596 right-turn maneuvers made by the 28 participants,
79% of those maneuvers involved the motorist actively searching for the bicyclist in the
rear or side mirror. This chapter examined the effect of various treatments, (specifically,
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signage, pavement markings, curb radii, and protected intersections), on the visual
attention of motorists, particularly how that effect may contribute to right-hook crashes.

A Chi-square test revealed no statistically significant difference between the frequencies
of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs for the different treatment levels.
However, the findings provide an indication that some of the treatments may be effective
methods in positively influencing driver behavior, with respect to the visual attention.
The findings are summarized as follows:

Concerning the signage treatments, the findings indicate that the S1 signage treatment
appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior, with respect
to visual attention.

There is a generally positive pattern of change in visual attention between the level one
and level zero signage treatments. The level one signage treatment showed a 4% higher
rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in comparison to the level zero
signage treatment. It specifically increased the amount of time spent scanning the side
mirror for the bicyclist by 9% and the side mirror in close proximity to the intersection
(when the bicyclist is visible within the side mirror) by 10%, in comparison to the level
zero signage treatment.

The message of the sign may alert the driver that they should be actively looking for a
bicyclist while approaching the intersection. This may also be enhanced by the trend of
the driver’s visual path towards the right side of the road when the level one signage
treatment is present. The driver is already looking in that direction, so it may feel natural
to simply continue moving the scan path to the right, towards the passenger side mirror.
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Either way, this increased amount of time could reduce the frequency of right-hook
crashes by increasing the likelihood that a driver identifies a bicyclist.

Concerning the pavement markings treatments, the findings indicate that the PM2
pavement marking treatment appears to be an effective method of positively influencing
the driver behavior, with respect to visual attention. They also indicate that PM4 does not
appear to be an effective method. It is unclear whether PM1 or PM3 appear to be
effective methods.

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention between the level one and the
level zero pavement marking treatments. The level one pavement marking treatment
showed a 1% higher rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in
comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. It specifically increased the
amount of time spent scanning the rear mirror by 13% and the side mirror in close
proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible within the side mirror) by 13%,
in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. However, the presence of
the level one pavement marking treatment also decreased the amount of time spent
scanning the side mirror by 11% and the rear mirror in close proximity to the intersection
(when the bicyclist is visible within the rear mirror) by 8%, in comparison to the level
zero pavement marking treatment.

There is a generally positive pattern of change in visual attention between the level two
and the level zero pavement marking treatments. The presence of the level two pavement
marking treatment showed a 10% increase in motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related
AOIs, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment (it is tied with the
level four pavement marking treatment for the highest rate for all five pavement marking
treatment levels). It also specifically increased the amount of time motorists’ spent
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scanning the side mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is
visible within the side mirror) by 13%, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking
treatment. However, the presence of the level two pavement marking treatment also
decreased the amount of time motorists’ spent scanning the rear mirror in close proximity
to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible within the rear mirror) by 6%, in
comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention between the level three and
the level zero pavement marking treatments. The presence of the level three pavement
marking treatment showed a 9% increase in motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related
AOIs, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. It specifically
increased the amount of time motorists’ spent scanning the rear mirror by 10%, in
comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. However, the presence of the
level three pavement marking treatment also decreased the amount of time motorists’
spent scanning the side mirror by 12% and the rear mirror in close proximity to the
intersection (when the bicyclist is visible within the rear mirror) by 6%, in comparison to
the level zero pavement marking treatment.

There is a generally negative pattern of change in visual attention between the level four
and the level zero pavement marking treatments. The presence of the level four pavement
marking treatment showed a 10% higher rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related
AOIs, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment (it is tied with the
level two pavement marking treatment for the highest rate for all five pavement marking
treatment levels). However, the level four pavement marking treatment decreased the
amount of time spent scanning the rearview and side mirrors in close proximity to the
intersection (when the bicyclist is visible) by 12% and 22%, respectively, and the amount
of time spent scanning the side mirror on the approach by 4%, in comparison to the level
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zero pavement marking treatment. The decrease in the amount of time spent scanning the
side mirror in close proximity to the intersection was found to be statistically significant
(p-value = 0.03).

Concerning the curb radii treatments, the findings are unclear whether the C1 curb radii
treatment appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior,
with respect to visual attention.

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention between the level one and
level zero curb radii treatments. The presence of the smaller, level one curb radii
treatment showed a 3% lower rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in
comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment. The level one curb radii treatment
decreased the amount of time spent scanning the side mirror by 15% and the rear mirror
by 17%, in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment. The decrease in the amount
of time spent scanning the side mirror was found to be statistically significant (p-value =
0.04). However, the presence of the smaller, level one curb radii treatment increased the
amount of time spent scanning the rearview mirror for the bicyclist in close proximity to
the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible) by 14%, in comparison to the level zero
curb radii treatment.

Concerning the protected intersection treatments, the findings indicate that the PI1
protected intersection treatment does not appear to be an effective method of positively
influencing driver behavior, with respect to visual attention. It is unclear whether PI2
appears to be an effective method.

There is a generally negative pattern of change in visual attention between the level one
and level zero protected intersection treatments. The presence of the level one protected
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intersection treatment showed a 3% lower rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclistrelated AOIs, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. It
decreased the amount of time spend scanning the rear mirror by 19%, the side mirror by
24%, and the side mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is
visible in the side mirror) by 75%, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection
treatment. However, it also increased the amount of time spent scanning the rear mirror
for the bicyclist in close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible in the
rear mirror) by 7%, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment.

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention between the level two and
level zero protected intersection treatments. The presence of the level two protected
intersection treatment showed a 6% higher rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclistrelated AOIs, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. It
specifically increased the amount of time spent scanning the rear mirror for the bicyclist
by 42%, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. However, it
decreased the amount of time spent scanning the side mirror by 52%, and the rear and
side mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible in the
mirror) by 55% and 25%, respectively, in comparison to the level zero protected
intersection treatment.
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5

RESULTS: CRASH AVOIDANCE

This chapter explores the performance of a right-turning motorist through the global
performance measure of crash avoidance. Motorists were exposed to crash-likely
scenarios in the driving simulator (i.e., oncoming left-turning vehicle and a bicyclist in
the blind spot) with varying combinations of engineering treatment levels in order to
analyze the motorist behavior to measure the effectiveness of engineering treatments in
preventing the occurrence of right-hook crashes.

5.1

Description of Experiment

The objective of this experiment was to assess the effectiveness of engineering treatments
by analyzing the right-turning motorists’ behavior in a crash-likely scenario. Specifically,
if the treatments affect how well motorists are able to detect the potential hazard (i.e., the
bicyclist in the adjacent bicycle lane) and avoid a crash with the bicyclist while
performing a right turn during the latter portion of the green phase at a signalized
intersection. The following research hypotheses were formulated for each individual
treatment:
•

Research Hypothesis 3 (RH3): The engineering treatment has no effect on the
right-turning motorists’ crash outcomes for near-collisions or collisions.

•

Research Hypothesis 4 (RH4): The engineering treatment has no effect on the
right-turning motorists’ time-to-collision values at the time of near-collisions or
collisions.

Crash avoidance is measured by considering the motorists who could not avoid a near
collision or collision with the through-moving adjacent bicyclist lane. The bicyclist
approaching the intersection from behind the motorist was entirely within the motorist’s
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blind spot. As mentioned before, the three-dimensional display in the driving simulator
did not show vehicles immediately to the right of the motorist, and participants had a
larger blind spot than in a real driving environment (Gugerty 1997). The participant could
avoid colliding with the bicyclist by detecting it in the rear or side mirror. The bicyclist
was situated as such that the motorist would likely hit the bicyclist approaching from the
vehicle’s blind spot unless the bicyclist was detected in the mirrors.

Motorists’ crash avoidance behavior was observed during every right-turn maneuver
(n=22), as described in the methodology. Motorists driving in the simulated environment
were observed continuously from the simulator’s operator station and recorded with the
head-mounted mobile eye tracker worn by the participant. The eye-tracker video records
were further analyzed and the crashes and near-collisions were noted. The recorded crash
data was further validated by checking the locations of the subject vehicle and bicycle
centroid, recorded as dynamic variable data in the driving simulator.

5.2

Data Analysis

The motorist crash avoidance behavior was assessed by performing descriptive statistics
and statistical analysis in Microsoft Excel and R statistical software.

5.2.1

Contributing Crash Factors

In this experiment, 28 participants each completed 22 right-turn maneuvers, in total 616
right turns were made. Seventy-five total incidents were observed during 616 right turns.
These 75 incidents included 47 near-collisions and 28 collisions, and were made across
21 treatments by 20 participants, 13 (65%) of whom crashed more than once. An example
of a near-collision is shown in Figure 5.1 and an example of a collision is shown in
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Figure 5.2. Crash factors are comprise of both environmental factors and motorist factors;
however, only the environmental factor were assessed for this study.

Figure 5.1 Example of near-collision in driving simulator (bicycle shown in rear-view
mirror, very close to the rear of the vehicle)

Figure 5.2 Example of collision in driving simulator (bicycle shown in front of vehicle,
very close to the front of the vehicle)
Figure 5.3 displays the distribution of these near-collision and collision incidents across
the 22 treatments (see Table 6.1 for the distribution of S, PM, C, and PI treatment levels
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across the 22 treatments). The only treatment to not experience any incidents is
Treatment 7, (which consisted of S0= no signage, PM1=a single, dotted white bike line
with stencil, C1=a 10ft curb radii, and PI0= no protected intersection). The two
treatments with the next lowest amount of incidents is Treatment 16 (which consisted of
S1= signage, PM0=no pavement marking, C1=a 10ft curb radii, and PI0= no protected
intersection) and Treatment 19 (which consisted of S1= signage, PM3= a skipped green
bike lane with white outline, C1=a 10ft curb radii, and PI0= no protected intersection).
The highest was Treatment 2 (which consisted of S0= no signage, PM1=a single, dotted
white bike line with stencil, C0=a 30ft curb radii, and PI0= no protected intersection).

Figure 5.4 displays the distribution of these near-collision and collision incidents across
the 20 participants. Eight of the 28 participants (29%) did not experience any incidents.
The highest number of incidents for any one participant was 17 incidents; the next
highest was 8 incidents.
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Figure 5.3 Relative frequency of near-collisions and collisions by treatments
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Figure 5.4 Frequency of near-collisions and collisions by participant
5.2.1.1 Driving Environmental Factors
The driving environmental factors during observed incidents included the treatment
levels spread across the 22 treatment combinations (see Table 6.1 for the distribution of
S, PM, C, and PI treatment levels across the 22 treatment combinations). Figure 5.5
presents the distribution of the relative frequency of the near-collisions and collisions
across the treatments. These 75 incidents included 47 near-collisions and 28 collisions.
The treatments with the three highest relative frequency of collisions are Treatment 11
and Treatment 22 (tied at 14 %), followed by Treatment 10 (11%). The treatments with
the five lowest relative frequency of collisions are Treatment 1, Treatment 3, Treatment
5, Treatment 6, and Treatment 16 (tied at 4 %).
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Figure 5.5 Relative frequency of near-collisions and collisions by treatment
Table 5.1 describes the exact independent variables that were present in the driving
scenario where an incident was observed. The treatments with the three highest number
of incidents are Treatment 2 (7 incidents), followed by Treatment 11 and Treatment 22
(tied at 6 incidents). The treatments with the three lowest number of incidents are
Treatment 7(0 incidents), followed by Treatment 16 and Treatment 19 (tied at 1 incident).

Table 5.1 Independent variable levels during observed incidents

T#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

S

PM

No Signage No pavement marking
Single white dotted line,
No Signage
bicycle stencil
Double white dotted line,
No Signage
bicycle stencil
No Signage Skipped green
No Signage Solid green
No Signage No pavement marking
Single white dotted line,
No Signage
bicycle stencil
Double white dotted line,
No Signage
bicycle stencil
No Signage Skipped green
No Signage Solid green
Signage
No pavement marking
Single white dotted line,
Signage
bicycle stencil
Double white dotted line,
Signage
bicycle stencil

C

Number of Incidents

PI

30ft curb radii

N/A

Near-collision
1

Collision
1

Total
2

30ft curb radii

N/A

5

2

7

30ft curb radii

N/A

2

1

3

30ft curb radii
30ft curb radii
30ft curb radii

N/A
N/A
N/A

3
1
4

0
1
1

3
2
5

30ft curb radii

N/A

0

0

0

30ft curb radii

N/A

2

0

2

30ft curb radii
30ft curb radii
10ft curb radii

N/A
N/A
N/A

3
3
1

0
3
4

3
6
5

10ft curb radii

N/A

3

2

5

10ft curb radii

N/A

4

0

4
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Table 5.1 Independent variable levels during observed incidents, Continued
T#

S

PM
Skipped green
Solid green
No pavement marking
Single white dotted,
bicycle stencil
Double white dotted,
bicycle stencil
Skipped green
Solid green

C
10ft curb radii
10ft curb radii
10ft curb radii

N/A
N/A
N/A

Near-collision
2
2
0

10ft curb radii

N/A

1

2

3

10ft curb radii

N/A

3

2

5

10ft curb radii
10ft curb radii

N/A
N/A
Protected
intersection,
with islands
Protected
intersection,
with islands
and green
pavement
marking
Total:

1
1

0
2

1
3

3

2

5

2

4

6

47

28

75

14
15
16

Signage
Signage
Signage

17

Signage

18

Signage

19
20

Signage
Signage

21

No Signage N/A

30ft curb radii

22

Signage

30ft curb radii

N/A

Number of Incidents

PI

Collision
0
0
1

Total
2
2
1

A Chi-square test was performed for the treatments to test for any statistically significant
differences between levels. Table 5.2 displays the resulting p-values, with statistically
significant p-values shown in bold. These tests revealed a statistically significant
difference between the PM0 pavement marking treatment level and the PM3 pavement
marking treatment level (p-value = 0.01) with respect to the incident outcomes. This
finding suggests that the presence of the level three pavement marking treatment will be
associated with a lower number of collisions, compared the level zero pavement marking
treatment. No other statistically significant differences were found with 95% confidence.

Table 5.2 Statistical analysis test for crash outcomes of near-collisions and collisions
Treatment Variables
Compared
S0
S1
PM0
PM1
PM0
PM2
PM0
PM3
PM0
PM4
C0
C1
PI0 (T1)
PI1
PI0 (T11)
PI2
PI1
PI2

p-value

Significant

0.20
0.59
0.10
0.01*
0.90
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.78

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

*PM0 has 11 near-collisions and 13 collisions, whereas PM3 only has 9 near-collisions

5.2.2

Analysis of Conflicts

Traffic conflicts between a right-turning motorist and through-moving bicyclist were
calculated where a collision was imminent if the trajectories remained unchanged. The
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traffic conflicts were analyzed with respect to the risk of collisions through the use of the
same TTC calculations. Figure 5.6 displays the distribution of TTC values for all
observed incidents, showing that 57% of the traffic conflicts had TTCs equal to or less
than 1.5 seconds
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Figure 5.6 TTC frequency and cumulative frequency distributions for all incidents
5.2.2.1 Data Analysis and Result
The TTC was calculated for the right-turn maneuvers with incidents. There were a total
75 conflict events among the 616 right turns. However, according to the 1.5-second TTC
threshold value and the ROC score , only 26 incidents could be considered having high
(0-0.9 seconds) (n=8) or moderate risk (1.0-1.5 seconds) (n=18) TTC values (Brown
1994; Gettman et al 2008; Sayed et al. 1999). The frequency and cumulative frequency
distribution were plotted for the various treatment levels. In this case, cumulative
frequency represents the percentage of incidents with TTC values that fall below either
0.9 seconds or 1.5 seconds, (as specified), out of the total number of incidents that
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occurred for the specific treatment level. All of the treatments also had incidents with
TTC values greater than 1.5 seconds, but they are not shown here within this analysis.

Figure 5.7 demonstrates the frequency distribution and cumulative frequency distribution
of TTC values for the signage treatment levels: S0 and S1. The S1 treatment level has a
lower cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 0.9 seconds),
in comparison to S0 (29% vs. 36%, a 7% decrease). However, S1 showed a higher
cumulative frequency of moderate- and high-risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to S0 (59% vs. 56%, a 3% increase).
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Figure 5.7 TTC frequency and cumulative frequency distributions, by signage treatment
levels
Figure 5.8 demonstrates the frequency distribution and cumulative frequency distribution
of TTC values for the pavement marking treatment levels: PM0, PM1, PM2, PM3, and
PM4.
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Figure 5.8 TTC frequency and cumulative frequency distributions, by pavement marking
treatment levels
The cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values (equal to or less than 0.9 seconds)
decreases with PM1, PM3, and PM4, in comparison to PM0 (20%, 20%, and 25%,
respectively, vs. 38%). However, PM2 showed an increase in the cumulative frequency
of high-risk TTC values, in comparison to PM0 (50% vs. 38%). The treatment levels with
the lowest cumulative frequency of high-risk TTCs are PM1 and PM3, tied at 20%. The
treatment level with the highest is PM2, at 50%.

The cumulative frequency of moderate- and high-risk TTC values (equal to or less than
1.5 seconds) decreases with the PM1, PM2, PM3, and PM4, in comparison to PM0 (47%,
58%, 60%, and 50%, respectively, vs. 62%). In order of the smallest decrease to the
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largest decrease: PM3, PM2, PM4, and PM1, (60%, 58%, 50%, and 47%, respectively). It
can be seen that PM1 shows the largest decrease in the cumulative frequency of
moderate- and high-risk TTC values, in comparison to PM0 (47% vs. 62%, a 15%
decrease).

Figure 5.9 demonstrates the frequency distribution and cumulative frequency distribution
of TTC values for the curb radii treatment levels: C0 and C1. The C1 treatment level has
the same cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values (equal to or less than 0.9
seconds) in comparison to C0 (33%). Additionally, C1 showed a lower cumulative
frequency of moderate- and high-risk TTC values (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds) in
comparison to C0 (54% vs. 63%, a 7% decrease).
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Figure 5.9 TTC frequency and cumulative frequency distributions, by curb radii
treatment levels
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Figure 5.10 demonstrates the frequency distribution and cumulative frequency
distribution for the protected intersection treatment levels: PI0 (T1), PI0 (T11), PI1, and
PI2. The cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values (equal to or less than 0.9
seconds) decreased with both PI1 and PI2, in comparison to PI0 (T1) and PI0 (T11) (31%
vs. 50% and 45% vs. 60%, respectively). However, the cumulative frequency of
moderate- and high-risk TTC values (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds) increased with
both PI1 and PI2, in comparison to PI0 (T1) and PI0 (T11) (55% vs. 50% and 73% vs.
60%, respectively).
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Figure 5.10 TTC frequency and cumulative frequency distributions, by protected
intersection treatment level
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5.2.3

Statistical Analysis

A Chi-square test was performed for the treatments to test for any statistically significant
differences between the ROC scores of the various treatment levels. The ROC scores are
directly calculated from the TTC values; therefore, this can serve as a test for significant
differences in the TTC value bins within the frequency and cumulative frequency
distributions, shown within Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10. Table 5.3 displays the
resulting p-values. No statistically significant differences were found with 95%
confidence.

Table 5.3 Statistical analysis test for ROC scores of near-collisions and collisions
Treatment Variables
Compared
S0
S1
PM0
PM1
PM0
PM2
PM0
PM3
PM0
PM4
C0
C1
PI0 (T1)
PI1
PI0 (T11)
PI2
PI1
PI2

5.3

p-value

Significant

0.92
0.45
0.97
0.24
0.65
0.38
0.73
0.56
0.66

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Summary

The performance of a right-turning motorist was assessed through the global performance
measure of crash avoidance. The crash avoidance behavior observed in this experiment
indicated motorists’ ability to detect a bicyclist in a timely manner, and make appropriate
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decisions to avoid a crash with that bicyclist while turning right at a signalized
intersection.

Among 28 participants completing a total of 616 right turns, 23 participants could not
avoid a crash with a bicyclist in 26 right-hook crash scenarios. The third pavement
marking treatment level (PM3 = a skipped green bike lane with white outline) was found
to have a significant effect on the crash outcome of being a near-collision or a collision.
Investigation of all incidents revealed that among 28 participants completing a total of
616 right turns, 20 were involved in 75 near-collision or collision incidents, with 44
(57%) of those incidents having a TTC value less than or equal to 1.5 seconds.

Concerning the signage treatments, the findings are unclear whether the S1 signage
treatment appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior,
with respect to crash avoidance.

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level one and
level zero signage treatment. The level one signage treatment showed a 7% lower relative
frequency of high-risk TTC values (less than 0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level
zero signage treatment. However, the level one signage treatment showed a 3% higher
cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to the level zero signage treatment

Concerning the pavement markings treatments, the findings indicate that the PM1, PM3,
and PM4 pavement marking treatments appear to be an effective method of positively
influencing the driver behavior, with respect to crash avoidance. It is unclear whether
PM2 is an effective method.
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There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level one
and level zero pavement marking treatment. The level one pavement marking treatment
showed an 18% increase lower cumulative frequency of high risk TTCs, (equal to or less
than 0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Of the
five pavement marking treatment levels, the presence of the level one pavement marking
tied with the level three pavement marking treatment for the largest decrease in
cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values, in comparison to the level zero pavement
marking treatment. Also, the level one pavement marking treatment showed a 15% lower
cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level two and
level zero pavement marking treatment. The level one pavement marking treatment
showed a 12% higher cumulative frequency of high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 0.9
seconds), in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Of the five
pavement marking treatment levels, the presence of the level two pavement marking
treatment had the largest increase in cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values.
However, the level one pavement marking treatment showed a 4% lower cumulative
frequency of high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the
level zero pavement marking treatment.

There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level three
and level zero pavement marking treatment. The presence of the level three pavement
marking treatment had a statistically significant effect on the distribution of collisions and
near-collisions, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment (100%
decrease in collisions and 18% decrease in near-collisions, with a p-value = 0.01). Also,
the level three pavement marking treatment showed an 18% lower relative frequency of
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high-risk TTC values (less than 0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level zero signage
treatment. Of the five pavement marking treatment levels, the presence of the level three
pavement marking tied with the level one pavement marking treatment for the largest
decrease in cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values, in comparison to the level
zero pavement marking treatment. Also, the level three pavement marking showed a 2%
lower cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to the level zero pavement marking.

There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level four
and level zero pavement marking treatment. The level four pavement marking treatment
showed a 13% lower relative frequency of high-risk TTC values (less than 0.9 seconds),
in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Also, the level four
pavement marking treatment showed a 12% lower cumulative frequency of moderate and
high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment.

Concerning the curb radii treatments, the findings indicate that the C1curb radii
treatment appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior,
with respect to crash avoidance.

There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level one
and level zero curb radii treatment. The level one curb radii treatment has the same
cumulative frequency of high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 0.9 seconds), in
comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment. Additionally, the level one curb radii
treatment showed a 7% lower cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk TTC
values, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the level zero curb radii
treatment.
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Concerning the protected intersection treatments, the findings are unclear whether the
PI1 or PI2 protected intersection treatments are effective methods of positively
influencing driver behavior, with respect to crash avoidance.

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level one and
level zero protected intersection treatment. The level one protected intersection treatment
showed a 19% lower cumulative frequency of high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than
0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment.
Additionally, the level one protected intersection treatment showed a 5% higher
cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment.

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance between the level two and
level zero protected intersection treatment. The level two protected intersection treatment
showed a 15% lower cumulative frequency of high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than
0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment.
Additionally, the level two protected intersection treatment showed a 13% higher
cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. Also, the
frequencies of both the moderate risk TTCs and high-risk TTCs were significantly lower
than the level one protected intersection treatment (19 vs. 5 and 15 vs. 3, respectively).
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6

RESULTS: POTENTIAL CRASH SEVERITY

This chapter summarizes the analysis of the driving simulator output data that were
collected while driving through the 22 right-turning intersections in the simulated
environment. The primary objective of this experiment is to determine the effect of the
treatment levels on the velocity of the motorists when a near-collision or collision occurs
with the bicyclist during a right-turn maneuver at a signalized intersection during the
latter portion of the green phase. The chapter describes in more detail the experimental
hypothesis for the potential crash severity component of the evaluation.

6.1

Description of Experiment

Higher velocities at the time of the traffic conflict are considered to be more severe, as
injuries to the cyclist generally increase with higher velocities. We hypothesized that
right-turning motorists’ velocity at the time of collision or near-collision will be
influenced by the treatments. The following research hypothesis was formulated for each
individual treatment:
•

Research Hypothesis 5 (RH5): The engineering treatment has no effect on the
right-turning motorists’ velocity at the time of near-collisions or collisions.

The motorist potential crash severity was assessed by performing descriptive statistics
and statistical analysis in Microsoft Excel and R statistical software. As mentioned
previously, the driving simulator records dynamic variable data such as the subject
vehicle and bicycle centroid, as well as the velocities of the subject vehicle. For this
experiment, the bicyclists traveled at the same velocity (16 mph) throughout the
experiment, but the vehicle velocities varied across participants and treatments. For this
potential crash severity analysis, the only velocities considered were those of vehicles at
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the time of traffic conflicts that were classified in Chapter 5 as “moderate risk” or “high
risk,” according to the TTC values of the incident.

6.2

Descriptive Analysis

In this experiment, 28 participants each completed 22 right-turn maneuvers; in total, 616
right turns were made. Seventy-five total incidents were observed during 616 right turns
(47 near-collisions and 28 collisions). Of these 75 incidents, 43 (57%) of them were
classified as either “moderate risk” or “high risk,” due to TTCs equal to or less than 1.5
seconds. Figure 6.1 displays a boxplot and scatterplot distribution of the vehicles
velocities across all of the moderate- and high-risk incidents. As can be seen in the figure,
there is a single outlier in this data (with a velocity equal to 5.03 mph). This outlier was
removed for calculation of the mean and range values of the vehicle velocities, which are
summarized in Table 6.1. The mean velocity for these “moderate risk” and “high risk”
incidents was 12.70 mph and the range of the vehicle velocities was 8.57 mph.

Figure 6.1 Boxplot and scatterplot of vehicle velocities for all moderate- & high-risk
incidents
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Table 6.1 Mean and range for vehicle velocities for all moderate- and high-risk
incidents

Mean Velocity
(mph)

Lower Range
Value (mph)

Upper Range
Value (mph)

12.70

8.88

17.45

6.2.1

Range (mph)

8.57

Signage Treatments

Figure 6.2 displays a boxplot and scatterplot distribution of the vehicle velocities across
all of the moderate- and high-risk incidents for the signage treatment levels: S0 and S1.
As can be seen in the figure, there is a single outlier in this data (with a velocity equal to
5.03 mph). This outlier was removed for the calculation of the mean and range values of
the vehicle velocities for this treatment level.

The mean and range values for both signage treatment levels are summarized in Table
6.2. The level one signage treatment has a slightly smaller mean vehicle velocity, in
comparison to the level zero signage treatment (12.50 mph vs. 12.89 mph, a 3%
decrease). However, the level one signage treatment also has a larger range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero signage treatment (8.57 mph range vs. 6.35
mph range, a 35% increase).
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Figure 6.2 Boxplot and scatterplot of vehicle velocities for the signage treatment levels
Table 6.2 Mean and range for vehicle velocities for moderate- and high-risk
incidents, S

Treatment

Mean Velocity
(mph)

Lower Range
Value (mph)

Upper Range
Value (mph)

S0
S1

12.89
12.50

10.63
8.88

16.98
17.45

Range (mph)

6.35
8.57
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6.2.2

Pavement Marking Treatments

Figure 6.3 displays a boxplot and scatterplot distribution of the vehicle velocities across
all of the moderate- and high-risk incidents for the pavement marking treatment levels:
PM0, PM1, PM2, PM3, and PM4. As can be seen in the figure, there is a single outlier in
the PM0 data (with a velocity equal to 5.03 mph). This outlier was removed for the
calculation of the mean and range values of the vehicle velocities for this treatment level.

The mean and range values for all pavement marking treatment levels are summarized in
Table 6.3. Three of the four treatments, (PM1, PM2, and PM3), have a larger mean
vehicle velocity, in comparison to PM0 (12.99 mph, 13.03 mph, and 14.98 mph,
respectively, vs. 12.24 mph). This equates to a 6% increase, a 6% increase, and a 22%
increase, respectively, for PM1, PM2, and PM3, in comparison to PM0. The PM4
treatment has a smaller mean vehicle velocity, in comparison to PM0 (12.08 mph vs.
12.24 mph, a 1% decrease). The highest mean velocity for all of the pavement marking
treatment levels is for PM3, at 14.98 mph.

With respect to the range of vehicle velocities, PM1 and PM4 have smaller ranges, in
comparison to PM0 (3.94 mph range and 3.80 mph range vs. 6.15 mph range,
respectively). This equates to a 36% decrease and a 38% decrease, respectively, for PM1
and PM4, in comparison to PM0. The PM2 and PM3 treatments have larger ranges of
vehicle velocities, in comparison to PM0 (6.99 mph range and 6.24 mph range vs. 6.15
mph range, respectively). This equates to a 14% increase and a 1% increase, respectively,
for PM2 and PM3, in comparison to PM0.
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Figure 6.3 Scatterplot of vehicle velocities for the pavement marking treatment levels

Table 6.3 Mean and range for vehicle velocities for moderate- and high-risk incidents, PM

Treatment

Mean Velocity
(mph)

Lower Range
Value (mph)

Upper Range
Value (mph)

PM0
PM1
PM2
PM3
PM4

12.24
12.99
13.03
14.98
12.08

8.88
10.87
9.99
11.21
10.54

15.03
14.81
16.98
17.45
14.34

Range (mph)

6.15
3.94
6.99
6.24
3.80
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6.2.3

Curb Radii Treatments

Figure 6.4 displays a boxplot and scatterplot distribution of the vehicle velocities across
all of the moderate- and high-risk incidents for the curb radii treatment levels: C0 and C1.
This treatment level is particularly important for the potential crash severity
measurement, as lower curb radii generally require slower turning velocities, due to the
impact of the physical forces involved in a turning maneuver. As can be seen in the
figure, there is a single outlier in the C0 data (with a velocity equal to 5.03 mph). This
outlier was removed for the calculation of the mean and range values of the vehicle
velocities for this treatment levels.

The mean and range values for both curb radii treatment levels are summarized in Table
6.4. The level one curb radii treatment has a smaller mean vehicle velocity, in
comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment (12.33 mph vs. 12.90 mph, a 4%
decrease). In addition, the level one curb radii treatment has a smaller range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment (3.71 mph range vs. 8.10
mph range, a 54% decrease).
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Figure 6.4 Scatterplot of vehicle velocities for the curb radii treatment levels

Table 6.4 Mean and range for vehicle velocities for moderate- and high-risk incidents, C

Treatment

Mean Velocity
(mph)

Lower Range
Value (mph)

Upper Range
Value (mph)

C0
C1

12.90
12.33

8.88
10.76

16.98
14.47

Range (mph)

8.10
3.71
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6.2.4

Protected Intersection Treatments

Figure 6.5 displays a boxplot and scatterplot distribution of the vehicle velocities across
all of the moderate- and high-risk incidents for the protected intersection treatment levels:
PI0 (T1), PIO (T11), PI1, and PI2. It is important to note that the PI0 (T1) treatment only
has a single moderate- to high-risk incident. It is also important to note that while there
are technically no outliers for this data, the same low velocity value (5.03 mph) has been
removed from the PI1 data for calculation of the means and ranges of the vehicle
velocities, to be consistent with the other treatments.

The means and ranges for all protected intersection treatment levels are summarized in
Table 6.5. The PI1 treatment has a smaller mean vehicle velocity, in comparison to PI0
(T1) (12.16 mph vs. 14.27 mph, a 15% decrease). The PI2 treatment has a smaller mean
vehicle velocity, in comparison to PI0 (T11) (11.53 mph vs. 12.86 mph, a 10% decrease).
The impact of PI1 on the range of vehicle velocities could not be calculated, as the PI0
(T1) has only a single moderate- to high-risk incident. However, the PI2 treatment has a
much larger range of vehicle velocities, in comparison to PI0 (T11) (5.37 mph range vs.
3.47 mph range, a 55% increase).
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Figure 6.5 Scatterplot of vehicle velocities for the protected intersection treatment levels

Table 6.5 Mean and range for vehicle velocities for moderate- and high-risk incidents, PI

Treatment

Mean Velocity
(mph)

Lower Range
Value (mph)

Upper Range
Value (mph)

PI0 (T1)
PI0 (T11)
PI1
PI2

14.27
12.86
12.16
11.53

NA
11.56
10.63
8.88

NA
15.03
13.69
14.25

Range (mph)

0
3.47
3.06
5.37
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6.3

Statistical Analysis

A two-sample Welch’s t-test was performed for all of the treatment types and their levels.
These tests compared the vehicle velocities for the “base” condition to the vehicle
velocities for the treatment condition, to determine whether there is a significant
difference between the values of each. Additionally, analysis of variance was also used to
statistically determine if there is a significant difference between the vehicle velocities of
the base and treatment conditions. Table 6.6 presents the results of these two tests.

The two-sample Welch’s t-test and the ANOVA analysis did not result in any statistically
significant differences between any of the treatment levels and their associated “base”
conditions, as measured by vehicle velocities at time of the incident, with 95%
confidence.
Table 6.6 Statistical analysis for vehicle velocities at moderate- and high-risk incidents

Treatment Level
Comparisons

Vehicle Velocities

ANOVA

Welch’s two sample two
tail -test
Level A vs. Level B

Level A

Level B

Level A

Level B

p-value

p-value

Sig

Diff

S0

S1

12.53

12.50

0.96

0.96

No

-0.03

PM0

PM1

11.76

12.99

0.17

0.17

No

1.23

PM0

PM2

11.76

13.03

0.22

0.22

No

1.27

PM0

PM3

11.76

14.98

0.23

0.23

No

3.22

PM0

PM4

11.76

12.08

0.69

0.69

No

0.32

C0

C1

12.62

12.33

0.63

0.63

No

-0.29

PI0 (T1)

PI1

14.27

9.78

N/A**

N/A**

N/A**

-4.49

PI0 (T11)

PI2

12.86

11.53

0.43

0.43

No

-1.33

PI1

PI2

9.78

11.53

0.58

0.58

No

1.75

**PI0 (T1) has only one moderate- to high-risk incident, so the Welch’s & ANOVA statistical
tests could not be performed for the PI0 (T1) - PI1 treatment level comparison
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6.4

Summary

The impact of the treatments on potential crash severity was assessed by analyzing the
vehicle velocities at the time of incidents that were classified in Chapter 5 as “moderate
risk” or “high risk,” according to the TTC values of the incident. Higher velocities at the
time of the traffic conflict are considered to be more severe, as injuries to the cyclist
generally increase with higher velocities.

While there were no statistically significant differences between the treatment levels, the
differences in mean vehicle velocities and range of vehicle velocities between the
treatment levels is indicative of the treatment impacts on potential crash severity. The
findings are summarized below:

Concerning the signage treatments, the findings are unclear whether the S1 signage
treatment appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior,
with respect to crash severity.

There is no consistent pattern of change in potential crash severity between the level one
and level zero signage treatments. The level one signage treatment showed a small 3%
decrease in the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in
comparison to the level zero signage treatment. However, the level one signage treatment
also showed a 35% larger range of vehicle velocities, in comparison to the level zero
signage treatment.

Concerning the pavement markings treatments, the findings indicate that the PM4
treatment does appear to be an effective method of positively influencing the driver
behavior, with respect to crash severity. They also indicate that the PM2 and PM3
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treatments do not appear to be an effective method. It is unclear whether PM1 is an
effective method.

There is no consistent pattern of change in potential crash severity between the level one
and level zero pavement marking treatments. The level one pavement marking treatment
showed a 6% increase in the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk
incidents, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. However, the
level one pavement marking treatment also showed a 36% smaller range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

There is a generally negative pattern of change in potential crash severity between the
level two and level zero pavement marking treatments. The level two pavement marking
treatment showed a 6% increase in the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to highrisk incidents, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Additionally,
the level two pavement marking treatment also showed a 14% larger range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

There is a generally negative pattern of change in potential crash severity between the
level three and level zero pavement marking treatments. The level three pavement
marking treatment showed a 22% increase in the mean vehicle velocity during moderateto high-risk incidents, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. The
level three pavement marking has the highest mean velocity of all pavement marking
treatment levels. Additionally, the level three pavement marking treatment also showed a
1% larger range of vehicle velocities, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking
treatment.
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There is a generally positive pattern of change in potential crash severity between the
level four and level zero pavement marking treatments. The level three pavement
marking treatment showed a 1% decrease in the mean vehicle velocity during moderateto high-risk incidents, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.
Additionally, the level four pavement marking treatment also showed a 38% smaller
range of vehicle velocities, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

Concerning the curb radii treatments, the findings indicate that the C1 curb radii
treatment appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior,
with respect to crash severity.

There is a generally positive pattern of change in potential crash severity between the
level one and level zero curb radii treatments. The level one curb radii treatment showed
a 4% decrease in the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in
comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment. Additionally, the level one curb radii
treatment showed a 54% smaller range of vehicle velocities, in comparison to the level
zero curb radii treatment. This finding of lower speeds for the smaller radii is a clear
benefit and is consistent with the formulaic relationship between the design speed and the
minimum radius of curvature, found in the AASHTO “A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets” (AAHSTO 2011).

Concerning the protected intersection treatments, the findings indicate that the PI1
protected intersection treatment appears to be effective methods of positively influencing
driver behavior, with respect to crash severity. It is unclear whether PI2 is an effective
method.
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There is a generally positive pattern of change in potential crash severity between the
level one and level zero protected intersection treatments. The level one protected
intersection treatment showed a 15% decrease in the mean velocity during moderate- to
high-risk incidents, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. The
impact of the level one protected intersection treatment on the range of vehicle velocities
was unable to be calculated.

There is no consistent pattern of change in potential crash severity between the level two
and level zero protected intersection treatments. The level two protected intersection
treatment showed a 10% decrease in the mean velocity during moderate- to high-risk
incidents, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. However, the
level two protected intersection treatment showed a 55% larger range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment.
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7

RESULTS: SURVEY

This chapter summarizes the descriptive analysis of the participants’ follow-up survey
response data that were collected with an online Qualtrics survey software following the
driving simulator portion of the experiment.

7.1

Description of Experiment

The primary objective of this experiment is to determine motorist perceptions of the
selected engineering treatments and their visual attention, with respect to an adjacent
bicyclist. A secondary objective of this descriptive analysis is to determine motorist
perceptions of a treatment that was unable to be tested within the simulated environment:
the dynamic “Turning Vehicle Yield to Bikes” traffic sign.

7.2

Descriptive Analysis

This analysis highlights some of the follow-up survey response findings in more detail;
specifically: comprehension and preference of the pavement marking treatments,
comprehension of the protected intersection treatments, comprehension of the dynamic
traffic sign, and the visual attention of the motorist, with respect to adjacent bicyclists.

7.2.1

Comprehension and Preference of Pavement Marking Treatments

The pavement marking treatment type includes five treatment levels: PM0, PM1, PM2,
PM3, and PM4. Because of this additional complexity, the follow-up survey included
questions to assess the perceptions and preferences of the pavement marking treatment
levels.
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Figure 7.1 shows the first question, which assessed the driver perceptions of the
difference between two green pavement marking levels: PM3 and PM4 (the skipped and
the solid green colored pavement marking, respectively).

Figure 7.1 Qualtrics survey question for assessing self-reported comprehension of the
difference between level three pavement marking and level four pavement marking
Table 7.1 shows the participant responses to this question. These responses revealed that
61% of participants felt that the skipped green pavement marking is not the same as the
solid green pavement marking. The reasoning they provided for how they were different
included statements about how the skipped green indicates a yielding condition for the
bicyclist and the solid green indicates a right-of-way for the bicyclist. Others stated that
the skipped green pavement marking created confusion between the vehicle and bicyclist
access.
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Table 7.1 Participant perception on difference between the level three pavement
marking and level four pavement marking
Question

Possible Responses

Number of
Participants

Percentage of
Participants

Yes

11

39%

17

61%

No
“I get the impression that
striped green implies some kind
of complication in yield, where

Does skipped green
pavement marking
mean the same to
you as solid green
pavement marking?

solid green means bikes”
“Skipped green would mean
that you are able to pass
through it like at an
intersection.”
“skipped means cars may be
passing through the area (an
indicator for cyclists) AND that
it's a bike lane (for drivers)”
“skipped could confuse between
car & bike access”
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The second question assessed which of the five pavement marking levels the drivers
preferred. Figure 7.2 shows a summary of the participant responses to this question.
These responses revealed that 50% of participants preferred the level two pavement
marking treatment. Table 7.2 reveals the frequencies of driver preferences across the five
levels. It is interesting to note that when the responses are broken down by gender, the
distributions of the pavement marking treatment preferences change. The male
participants preferred the level four pavement marking treatment over the level two
pavement marking treatment (44% to 39%). In contrast, the female participants preferred
the level two pavement marking treatment over the level four pavement marking
treatment (70% to 20%). It is unclear why the male and female participants had different
treatment preference distributions.

Figure 7.2 Frequency distribution of PM treatment preference
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Table 7.2 Frequency of driver preferences for pavement marking treatment levels
Treatment
Preference
PM0
PM1
PM2
PM3
PM4
Total

7.2.2

Frequency (% of Total)
Male
Female
Total
0
0
0
2 (11%)
1 (10%)
3 (11%)
7 (39%)
7 (70%)
14 (50%)
1 (6%)
0
1 (4%)
8 (44%)
2 (20%)
10 (36%)
18
10
28

Comprehension of Protected Intersection Treatments

Protected intersection treatments have only recently been introduced into the U.S (only
one known installation; more planned). Because of this, there are concerns that the U.S.
driver population would have some challenges in comprehending the correct vehicle path
(which is shown in Figure 7.3 as the green arrow path). Within this experiment, each of
the 28 participants drove through two protected intersections, resulting in 56 right-turn
maneuvers through protected intersections. Of those 28 participants and 56 right-turn
maneuvers, 12 participants took the wrong path in 17 (30%) of those maneuvers.

Table 7.3 shows the frequencies of incorrect and correct paths for the PI1 and PI2
treatment levels, as well as the total frequencies of all protected intersection treatments.
The level one protected intersection treatment has a 3% higher frequency of incorrect
paths taken, in comparison to the level two protected intersection treatment (32% vs.
29%).
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Figure 7.3 Motorist path in the protected intersection treatments
(correct path = green arrow, and incorrect path = yellow arrow)
Table 7.3 Frequency of incorrect paths within the protected intersection treatments

Motorist
Path
Incorrect
Correct
Total

Frequency (% of Total)
PI1
PI2
Total
9 (32%)
8 (29%)
17 (30%)
19 (68%0 20 (71%)
39 (70%)
28
28
56

The follow-up survey included a question to assess the self-reported driver
comprehension of the protected intersection treatments: “If you were a driver
approaching an intersection (like the two below) and you were wanting to turn
right…would you understand the path that your vehicle would need to take?” The
formatting and images for this question are shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 Qualtrics survey question for assessing self-reported comprehension of
protected intersection treatments
Table 7.4 shows the frequency of responses for the self-reported driver comprehension of
the protected intersection treatments. Additionally, Table 7.4 also benchmarks these
participant responses against the observed driver behavior, with respect to
correct/incorrect paths. Of the 28 participants, 25% of the participants reported that they
would not understand the correct vehicle path for a protected intersection; however, 43%
of the participants took the incorrect path. This indicates that driver comprehension is
being over-reported. Eight (29%) of the participants stated they would understand the
path they would need to take, but actually took the incorrect motorist path while driving
through at least one of the two protected intersection treatments. This finding suggests
that 29% of drivers would incorrectly comprehend the path they would need to take, and
that the design may not be intuitive to nearly one-third of all drivers.
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Table 7.4 Reponses to Qualtrics survey question for self-reported comprehension of
protected intersection treatment, compared to observed motorist behavior

Question
Would you
understand the
path that your
vehicle would
need to take?

Possible
Responses

Number of
Participants
(% of Total)

Correct
Motorist
Path Taken
(% of 28)

Incorrect
Motorist Path
Taken
(% of 28)

Yes

21 (75%)

13 (46%)

8 (29%)

No

7 (25%)

3 (11%)

4 (14%)

Total:

28

16 (57%)

12 (43%)

In addition to answering “yes” or “no” to self-report their comprehension of the protected
intersections, drivers were also provided the opportunity to provide an explanation for
why they did or did not understand the correct vehicle path. A few of the correct
comprehension statements included: “bikes are in the area and to be careful and watchful
for them,” “a car turns around the cement blocks,” and “don’t turn into the bike lane
area.” Some of the participants stated their confusion between the two treatment levels,
with one participant stating: “I don’t get the difference between the green and non-green
pavement markings.”

Table 7.5 summarizes some of the driver explanations and a few of the specific responses
for drivers who felt that the level two protected intersection treatment (with the islands
and the pavement marking) is less confusing than the level one protected intersection
treatment (with just the islands), and a few of the responses for the drivers who felt that
the level two protected intersection treatment was more confusing than the level one
protected intersection treatment.
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Table 7.5 Driver explanations related to protected intersection treatment comprehension

Theme

Explanations

“the one on the left is not as clear as the one on the right”
“better with the green, highlights the pinch to your turn radius from
the curb islands”

PI2 less confusing
“the small island (without the green lane marking) is mildly
than PI1
confusing”
“the green lane marking clarifies this, indicating it’s intended for
bicycles”

“Green is kind of distracting”
“the left one is clear but the intersection with green is confusing”
“At first I didn’t even notice the green path, but then I thought it was

PI1 less confusing
than PI2
meant for my car. Now I realize it was probably meant for bicycles”

“At first I wouldn’t know where to turn because of the green markings
on top of the things on the side”

It is important to note that the protected intersection treatment considered within this
experiment utilized a specific geometric design and specific pavement markings. Clearly
it would be possible to improve these design elements and potentially mitigate these
“correct path” comprehension issues.
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7.2.3

Comprehension of Dynamic Sign

The dynamic “Turning Vehicle Yield to Bikes” traffic sign has been implemented by the
City of Portland. Figure 7.5 shows the phasing sequences of the dynamic “Turning
Vehicle Yield to Bikes” traffic sign, which is currently in use in the Portland
metropolitan area. This sign flashes back and forth between these b) and c) phases when a
bicyclist is present at the intersection.

a) sign dark

b) sign activated

c) flashing yield triangle and
arrow growing bottom to top

Figure 7.5 Phasing sequence of the dynamic “Turning Vehicle Yield to Bikes” sign
Due to the design limitations of the simulated environment, the dynamic “Turning
Vehicle Yield to Bikes” traffic sign was not included in simulated environment. While
the effectiveness of this sign could not be assessed using the visual attention, crash
avoidance, or potential crash severity performance measures, the driver comprehension
could be assessed by including it within the follow-up survey. Participants were shown a
2-second video of the traffic sign during the follow-up survey. After the video, the
following two open-ended questions were presented to the participants: 1) “What does
this traffic sign mean to you?” and 2) “If you were to encounter this traffic sign at a
signalized intersection as a driver and you were wanting to turn right, what would you
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do?” The responses to both questions were classified as “correct,” “partially correct,”
“non-critical incorrect,” and “critical incorrect” based on criteria unique to each question.

7.2.3.1 What does this traffic sign mean to you?”
The majority of the responses for this open-ended question mentioned that the turning
vehicle should yield to bicyclists. Table 7.6 shows the classification criteria and the
breakdown of the responses into the four categories of “correct,” “partially correct,”
“non-critical incorrect,” and “critical incorrect,” as well as a few specific responses.
Seventy-five percent of the responses were “correct,” indicating that the participants
generally understood that the sign was indicating that the turning vehicle should yield to
bike.

There were some very significant “critical incorrect” responses. For one of these, the
participant thought the sign was indicating that the bicyclist should yield to the turning
vehicle. This understanding is clearly problematic in that it produces driver behavior that
is opposite to what is desired. The other “critical incorrect” responses were classified as
such because they referred to the bicyclist as the “oncoming bicyclist,” which technically
is not the same as the adjacent bicyclist. The participant could have been confused with
the proper naming convention, but if they did think that the sign was related to the
oncoming bicyclist (instead of the adjacent) the participant could have failed to search for
and identify an adjacent bicyclist, increasing the likelihood of a right-hook crash. Table
7.7 summarizes the general themes in the responses.
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Table 7.6 Classification of correctness for open-ended responses
Classification

Criteria

Number of
Participants

%

21

75%

3

11%

0

0%

4

14%

Included mention that the turning vehicle

Correct
should yield to the bicyclist.
Included mention of looking for the bike or

Partially
Correct

proceeding cautiously, but failed to mention
that the vehicle should yield to the bicyclist.
Included mention of behavior that shouldn’t

Non-Critical
Incorrect

increase the likelihood of a right-hook
crash.
Included mention of behavior that should
increase the likelihood of a right-hook
crash.
“Yield to bikers that may be turning left”

Critical
Incorrect

“Bikes must yield to cars turning at the
intersection”
“Yield to oncoming bikes”
“There are oncoming bikers so if you’re
turning right make sure to yield to them.”
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Table 7.7 General themes for dynamic traffic sign open-ended responses, question 1
General Trends
Look for Bikes
Car Yields to Bicyclists
Slow Down

Number of
Participants
4
24
1

Percentage of
Participants
14%
86%
4%

7.2.3.2 If you were to encounter this traffic sign at a signalized intersection as a driver
and you were wanting to turn right, what would you do?
The majority of the responses for this open-ended question mentioned that the turning
vehicle should yield to bicyclists. Table 7.8 shows the classification criteria and the
breakdown of the responses into the four categories of “correct,” “partially correct,”
“non-critical incorrect,” and “critical incorrect,” as well as a few specific responses.

Thirty-six percent of the responses were “correct,” indicating that the participants
generally understood that the sign was indicating that the turning vehicle should yield to
bike. The two “critical incorrect” responses were classified as such because they referred
to the bicyclist as the oncoming bicyclist. The participant could have been confused with
the proper naming convention, but if they did think that the sign was related to the
oncoming bicyclist (instead of the adjacent) the participant could have failed to search for
and identify an adjacent bicyclist, increasing the likelihood of a right-hook crash. Table
7.9 summarizes the general themes in the responses. Thirty-two percent of the responses
mentioned that they should be checking the mirrors, 25% mentioned that they should
look right, and 21% percent of the responses mentioned that they should slow down.
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Table 7.8 Classification of correctness for dynamic traffic sign open-ended responses

Classification

Criteria

Number of
Participants

%

10

36%

15

54%

1

4%

2

7%

Included mention that the turning vehicle

Correct
should yield to the bicyclist.
Included mention of looking for the bike or
proceeding cautiously, but failed to mention
that the vehicle should yield to the bicyclist.

Partially Correct
“Check my mirrors to make sure no bikers
are coming through the intersection”
“double check blind spot”
Included mention of behavior that shouldn’t

Non-Critical
Incorrect

increase the likelihood of a right-hook crash.
“stop”
Included mention of behavior that should
increase the likelihood of a right-hook crash.

Critical
Incorrect

“Check for an oncoming bikers”
“Slow down and check for oncoming bikers
then proceed slowly to make my right-turn”
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Table 7.9 General themes for dynamic traffic sign open-ended responses, question 2

General Trends
Check mirrors
Look Back
Look Right
Slow Down
Yield to Bicyclists
Check Blind Spot

Number of
Participants
9
4
7
6
10
4

Percentage of
Participants
32%
14%
25%
21%
36%
14%

It is important to also note that many older participants (55+) asked to see the 2-second
video many more times than younger participants. Younger participants asked to see it
once or twice, whereas older drivers asked to see it upwards of three or four times. This is
significant in that it may pull too much of the driver’s visual attention while they are
trying to understand the message of the sign, and detract from the visual attention that the
driver gives to scanning for the bicyclist.

7.2.4

Visual Attention of Motorist

The participants were asked to assess their typical visual attention when performing a
right-turn maneuver at an intersection, specifically how often they look for bicyclists
adjacent to or behind their vehicle. Table 7.10 summarizes the frequency of participant
responses for the four options: “Never,” “Rarely,” “Often,” and “Always.” Combined,
71% of participants reported that they either “always” or “often” look for bicyclists in
those positions during the right-turn maneuver.
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Table 7.10 Frequency of motorist fixation on bicyclist before turning right
Question

Possible
Responses

Number of
Participants

Percentage of
Participants

How often do you look for
bicyclists adjacent-to or behind
your vehicle when performing a
right-turn at an intersection?

Never
Rarely
Often
Always

0
8
9
11

0%
29%
32%
39%

7.3

Summary

The descriptive statistics of the follow-up survey results indicate that the level two
pavement marking treatment is the most preferred of the five pavement marking
treatment levels.

Additionally, the self-reported protected intersection comprehension results indicate that
in 30% of the protected intersection right-turn maneuvers the drivers took the incorrect
path. The level one protected intersection treatment had a 3% lower frequency than the
level two protected intersection treatment. Forty-three percent of the drivers took the
incorrect path through at least one of the two protected intersections during this
experiment.

Concerning the dynamic traffic sign, 75% correctly assessed the meaning of the sign and
14% critically incorrectly assessed the meaning of the sign. Additionally, 36% of drivers
projected that they would execute appropriate yield behavior, and 7% of drivers projected
that they would execute critically incorrect driver behavior.

Concerning the self-reported visual attention results, a combined 71% of participants
reported that they either “always” or “often” look for bicyclists in those positions during
the right-turn maneuver.
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8

CONCLUSIONS

The overall goal of the research was to quantify the safety performance of alternative
traffic control strategies in mitigating right-hook bicycle-motor vehicle crashes at
signalized intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes in Oregon. The ultimate
aim was to provide useful design guidance to potentially mitigate these collision types at
these critical intersection configurations. Thus, the objectives of the research were:

1. To comprehensively analyze the literature and to develop an understanding of the
known treatments and identify gaps in the guidance and/or research;
2. To address the identified gaps in the literature by evaluating potential design
treatments through the observation of driver performance in a driving simulator.

To accomplish these objectives, a carefully selected set of design treatments, (that
included signage, pavement markings, curb-radii, and a protected intersection
treatments), were evaluated by comprehensively measuring the driver performance of 28
participants who, combined, executed 596 right-turns in the driving simulator
experiment. Additionally, these subjects were surveyed on their preference and
comprehension of the potential treatments.

The following sections summarize and synthesize the conclusions for these two research
objectives. The closing sections present the limitations and recommendations for future
work and, most importantly, the suggestions of recommended practice for signalized
intersection designs involving right-turning vehicles and through-moving cyclists.
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8.1

Literature Review

The literature review revealed that although there is some guidance and research related
to right-hook crashes, no robust experimental evidence exists proving the factors
contributing to right-hook crashes, specifically for those occurring at signalized
intersections with shared right-turn and through lanes. This research effort filled that gap
by exploring the impacts of specific right-hook treatments on driver behavior. The
significance of this research is that it presents an expanded understanding of the
performance of various right-hook treatments, specifically expanding the very limited
research related to right-hook treatments at signalized intersections with shared right-turn
and through lanes.

8.2

Effect of Design Treatments

This research evaluated the effect of design treatments, (specifically signage, pavement
markings, curb radii, and protected intersections), on the motorist behavior, using three
different motorist performance measures: i) visual attention of motorists, ii) their crash
avoidance behavior, and iii) the potential severity of the near collisions or crashes, as
measured by the motor vehicle speed. All performance measures were assessed during
right-turn maneuvers that occurred during the latter portion of the green phase at
signalized intersections with shared right-turn and through-lanes, under specific
environmental loading scenario. Additionally, follow-up survey responses were used to
evaluate driver comprehension and driver preferences of specific treatments.

This section summarizes the findings from each of the four design treatments of the
second driving simulator experiment. These results are not found to be statistically
significant, unless stated otherwise. However, the lack of a statistically significant effect
for a particular treatment does not necessarily mean that the treatment will not have a
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positive effect on safety, rather that differences in the performance metric being analyzed
were not statistically different in the data being analyzed. Finally, although it is possible
to measure the various driver performance metrics robustly, it is not yet clear how the
magnitudes of the differences can be mapped to expected crash outcomes.

8.2.1

Sign Treatment

The findings of this experiment indicate that the level one signage treatment, the ODOT
OR10-15b “Turning Vehicles Yield to Bicycles” symbol sign, shown in Figure 8.1,
appeared to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior, with respect
to visual attention.

Figure 8.1 Experimental levels of the signage treatment
(ODOT OR10-15b “Turning Vehicles Yield to Bicycles”) (ODOT 2013)

The conclusions regarding this treatment can be summarized as follows:
•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in visual attention with the addition
of the sign (level one treatment). The level one signage treatment showed a 4%
higher rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in comparison to
the level zero signage treatment. It specifically increased the amount of time spent
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scanning the side mirror for the bicyclist by 9% and the side mirror in close
proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible within the side mirror)
by 10%, in comparison to the level zero signage treatment.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance with the addition of
the sign (level one treatment). The level one signage treatment showed a 7%
lower relative frequency of high-risk TTC values (less than 0.9 seconds), in
comparison to the level zero signage treatment. However, the level one signage
treatment showed a 3% higher cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk
TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the level zero signage
treatment

•

There is no consistent pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the sign (level one treatment). The level one signage treatment showed
a small 3% decrease in the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk
incidents, in comparison to the level zero signage treatment. However, the level
one signage treatment also showed a 35% larger range of vehicle velocities, in
comparison to the level zero signage treatment.

8.2.2

Pavement Marking Treatment

The pavement marking treatments include four levels of treatment and a zero level of
treatment, all shown in Figure 8.2. The conclusions regarding these treatments can be
summarized as follows:
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Figure 8.2 Experimental levels of the pavement marking treatment

The findings of this experiment indicate that the level one pavement marking treatment
appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior with respect
to crash avoidance.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention with the addition of the
dotted white bike line with stencil, single line (level one treatment). The level one
pavement marking treatment showed a 1% higher rate of motorist fixations on the
bicyclist-related AOIs, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking
treatment. It specifically increased the amount of time spent scanning the rear
mirror by 13% and the side mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the
bicyclist is visible within the side mirror) by 13%, in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment. However, the presence of the level one pavement
marking treatment also decreased the amount of time spent scanning the side
mirror by 11% and the rear mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the
bicyclist is visible within the rear mirror) by 8%, in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment.

•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance with the
addition of the dotted white bike line with stencil, single line (level one
treatment). The level one pavement marking treatment showed an 18% increase
lower cumulative frequency of high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 0.9 seconds),
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in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Of the five
pavement marking treatment levels, the presence of the level one pavement
marking tied with the level three pavement marking treatment for the largest
decrease in cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values, in comparison to the
level zero pavement marking treatment. Also, the level one pavement marking
treatment showed a 15% lower cumulative frequency of moderate and high risk
TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the dotted white bike line with stencil, single line (level one
treatment). The level one pavement marking treatment showed a 6% increase in
the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in comparison
to the level zero pavement marking treatment. However, the level one pavement
marking treatment also showed a 36% smaller range of vehicle velocities, in
comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

The findings of this experiment indicate that the level two pavement marking treatment
appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior with respect
to visual attention.
•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in visual attention with the addition
of the dotted white bike line with stencil, double line (level two treatment). The
presence of the level two pavement marking treatment showed a 10% increase in
motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment (it is tied with the level four pavement marking
treatment for the highest rate for all five pavement marking treatment levels). It
also specifically increased the amount of time motorists’ spent scanning the side
mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible within
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the side mirror) by 13%, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking
treatment. However, the presence of the level two pavement marking treatment
also decreased the amount of time motorists’ spent scanning the rear mirror in
close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible within the rear
mirror) by 6%, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance with the addition of
the dotted white bike line with stencil, double line (level two treatment). The level
one pavement marking treatment showed a 12% higher cumulative frequency of
high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment. Of the five pavement marking treatment levels, the
presence of the level two pavement marking treatment had the largest increase in
cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC values. However, the level one pavement
marking treatment showed a 4% lower cumulative frequency of high risk TTCs,
(equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the level zero pavement
marking treatment.

•

There is a generally negative pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the dotted white bike line with stencil, double line (level two
treatment). The level two pavement marking treatment showed a 6% increase in
the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in comparison
to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Additionally, the level two
pavement marking treatment also showed a 14% larger range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.
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•

It is important to note that the level two pavement marking treatment was the
most preferred, according to the follow-up survey responses, with 50% of
participants selecting it as their preferred pavement marking treatment.

The findings of this experiment indicate that the level three pavement marking treatment
appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior with respect
to crash avoidance.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention with the addition of the
skipped green bike lanes with white outline (level three treatment). The presence
of the level three pavement marking treatment showed a 9% increase in motorist
fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in comparison to the level zero pavement
marking treatment. It specifically increased the amount of time motorists’ spent
scanning the rear mirror by 10%, in comparison to the level zero pavement
marking treatment. However, the presence of the level three pavement marking
treatment also decreased the amount of time motorists’ spent scanning the side
mirror by 12% and the rear mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the
bicyclist is visible within the rear mirror) by 6%, in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment.

•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance with the
addition of the skipped green bike lanes with white outline (level three treatment).
The presence of the level three pavement marking treatment had a statistically
significant effect on the distribution of collisions and near-collisions, in
comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment (100% decrease in
collisions and 18% decrease in near-collisions, with a p-value = 0.01). Also, the
level three pavement marking treatment showed an 18% lower relative frequency
of high-risk TTC values (less than 0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level zero
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signage treatment. Of the five pavement marking treatment levels, the presence of
the level three pavement marking tied with the level one pavement marking
treatment for the largest decrease in cumulative frequency of high-risk TTC
values, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Also, the
level three pavement marking showed a 2% lower cumulative frequency of
moderate and high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison
to the level zero pavement marking.
•

There is a generally negative pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the skipped green bike lanes with white outline (level three treatment).
The level three pavement marking treatment showed a 22% increase in the mean
vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in comparison to the
level zero pavement marking treatment. The level three pavement marking has the
highest mean velocity of all pavement marking treatment levels. Additionally, the
level three pavement marking treatment also showed a 1% larger range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

The findings of this experiment indicate that the level four pavement marking treatment
appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior with respect
to crash avoidance and potential crash severity.
•

There is a generally negative pattern of change in visual attention with the
addition of the full green bike lanes with dotted white outline (level four
treatment). The presence of the level four pavement marking treatment showed a
10% higher rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in comparison
to the level zero pavement marking treatment (it is tied with the level two
pavement marking treatment for the highest rate for all five pavement marking
treatment levels). However, the level four pavement marking treatment decreased
the amount of time spent scanning the rearview and side mirrors in close
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proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible) by 12% and 22%,
respectively, and the amount of time spent scanning the side mirror on the
approach by 4%, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.
The decrease in the amount of time spent scanning the side mirror in close
proximity to the intersection was found to be statistically significant (p-value =
0.03).
•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance with the
addition of the full green bike lanes with dotted white outline (level four
treatment). The level four pavement marking treatment showed a 13% lower
relative frequency of high-risk TTC values (less than 0.9 seconds), in comparison
to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Also, the level four pavement
marking treatment showed a 12% lower cumulative frequency of moderate and
high risk TTCs, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the level zero
pavement marking treatment.

•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the full green bike lanes with dotted white outline (level four
treatment). The level three pavement marking treatment showed a 1% decrease in
the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in comparison
to the level zero pavement marking treatment. Additionally, the level four
pavement marking treatment also showed a 38% smaller range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero pavement marking treatment.

•

It is also important to note that when the survey responses for pavement marking
treatment preference are broken down by gender, the level four pavement marking
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treatment was the most preferred by males, with 44% of male participants
selecting it as their preferred pavement marking treatment.

8.2.3

Curb Radii Treatment

The findings of this experiment indicate that the smaller, level one curb radii treatment,
shown in Figure 8.3, appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver
behavior, with respect to crash avoidance and potential crash severity. The level zero
curb radii treatment has 30 ft. curb radii and the level one curb radii treatment has 10 ft.
curb radii.

Figure 8.3 Experimental levels of the curb radii treatment
The conclusions regarding these treatments can be summarized as follows:
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention with the addition of the
smaller curb radii (level one treatment). The presence of the smaller, level one
curb radii treatment showed a 3% lower rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclistrelated AOIs, in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment. The level one
curb radii treatment decreased the amount of time spent scanning the side mirror
by 15% and the rear mirror by 17%, in comparison to the level zero curb radii
treatment. The decrease in the amount of time spent scanning the side mirror was
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found to be statistically significant (p-value = 0.04). However, the presence of the
smaller, level one curb radii treatment increased the amount of time spent
scanning the rearview mirror for the bicyclist in close proximity to the
intersection (when the bicyclist is visible) by 14%, in comparison to the level zero
curb radii treatment.
•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in crash avoidance with the
addition of the smaller curb radii (level one treatment). The level one curb radii
treatment has the same cumulative frequency of high risk TTC values, (equal to or
less than 0.9 seconds), in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment.
Additionally, the level one curb radii treatment showed a 7% lower cumulative
frequency of moderate and high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment.

•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the smaller curb radii (level one treatment). The level one curb radii
treatment showed a 4% decrease in the mean vehicle velocity during moderate- to
high-risk incidents, in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment.
Additionally, the level one curb radii treatment showed a 54% smaller range of
vehicle velocities, in comparison to the level zero curb radii treatment. This
finding of lower speeds for the smaller radii is a clear benefit and is consistent
with the formulaic relationship between the design speed and the minimum radius
of curvature, found in the AASHTO “A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways
and Streets” (AAHSTO 2011).

8.2.4

Protected Intersection Treatment

The protected intersection treatments include two levels of protected intersection
treatment and a level zero of protected intersection treatment, all shown in Figure 8.4. It
should be noted that the protected intersection design used in the simulator was not
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intended to study constructability issues such as the truck turning/mountable curbs,
reflective markings on curbs for visibility issues at night, and issues about downhill
grades and accommodation of pedestrians

Figure 8.4 Experimental levels of the protected intersection treatment
The conclusions regarding these treatments can be summarized as follows:

The findings of this experiment indicate that the level one protected intersection
treatments appears to be an effective method of positively influencing driver behavior
with respect to potential crash severity.
•

There is a generally negative pattern of change in visual attention with the
addition of the protected intersection with islands (level one treatment). The
presence of the level one protected intersection treatment showed a 3% lower rate
of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in comparison to the level zero
protected intersection treatment. It decreased the amount of time spend scanning
the rear mirror by 19%, the side mirror by 24%, and the side mirror in close
proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible in the side mirror) by
75%, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. However, it
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also increased the amount of time spent scanning the rear mirror for the bicyclist
in close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible in the rear
mirror) by 7%, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance with the addition of
the protected intersection with islands (level one treatment). The level one
protected intersection treatment showed a 19% lower cumulative frequency of
high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 0.9 seconds), in comparison to the
level zero protected intersection treatment. Additionally, the level one protected
intersection treatment showed a 5% higher cumulative frequency of moderate and
high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 1.5 seconds), in comparison to the
level zero protected intersection treatment.

•

There is a generally positive pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the protected intersection with islands (level one treatment). The level
one protected intersection treatment showed a 15% decrease in the mean velocity
during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in comparison to the level zero protected
intersection treatment. The impact of the level one protected intersection
treatment on the range of vehicle velocities was unable to be calculated.

The findings of this experiment indicate that the level two protected intersection
treatment does not appear to be a consistently effective method of positively influencing
driver behavior.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in visual attention with the addition of the
protected intersection with islands and green pavement markings (level two
treatment). The presence of the level two protected intersection treatment showed
a 6% higher rate of motorist fixations on the bicyclist-related AOIs, in
comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. It specifically
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increased the amount of time spent scanning the rear mirror for the bicyclist by
42%, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. However, it
decreased the amount of time spent scanning the side mirror by 52%, and the rear
and side mirror in close proximity to the intersection (when the bicyclist is visible
in the mirror) by 55% and 25%, respectively, in comparison to the level zero
protected intersection treatment.
•

There is no consistent pattern of change in crash avoidance with the addition of
the protected intersection with islands and green pavement markings (level two
treatment). The level two protected intersection treatment showed a 15% lower
cumulative frequency of high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 0.9 seconds),
in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. Additionally, the
level two protected intersection treatment showed a 13% higher cumulative
frequency of moderate and high risk TTC values, (equal to or less than 1.5
seconds), in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. Also,
the frequencies of both the moderate risk TTCs and high-risk TTCs were
significantly lower than the level one protected intersection treatment (19 vs. 5
and 15 vs. 3, respectively).

•

There is no consistent pattern of change in potential crash severity with the
addition of the protected intersection with islands and green pavement markings
(level two treatment). The level two protected intersection treatment showed a
10% decrease in the mean velocity during moderate- to high-risk incidents, in
comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment. However, the level
two protected intersection treatment showed a 55% larger range of vehicle
velocities, in comparison to the level zero protected intersection treatment.

•

It is important to note that the level two protected intersection treatment outperformed the level one protected intersection treatment, with respect to the
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frequencies of driver comprehension of the correct vehicle path by 3%. The
correct vehicle path is defined as the vehicle traveling around the island while
executing the right turn and specifically not traveling on the bicyclist path located
between the island and the curb.

8.3

Summary

Figure 8.5 summarizes the results of Experiment 2 on the three metrics from the driving
simulator and the one metric obtained from the survey. For clarification, the survey
metric represents two different types of conclusions: for the pavement marking treatment,
it represents the surveyed participant preference of the four pavement marking treatment
levels, and for the protected intersection, it represents the measured driver comprehension
of the correct vehicle path, (which is presented in Chapter 7). Blue checks indicate that
the treatment had an improvement for the performance measure, the red Xs indicates that
the treatment had a negative change for the performance measure, and the white dashes
indicate no consistent pattern of improvement.

It is notable that all treatments had some positive effect on measured driver performance.
The sign, pavement markings and curb radius treatment groups are not mutually
exclusive (i.e. the sign, a pavement marking, and smaller curb radius could be applied
together).

*This conclusion relates to the participants’ selected preference of PM2 over the other PM treatment levels in the follow-up survey.
**These conclusions relate to the measured driver comprehension of the correct vehicle path, which is presented in Chapter 7.

Figure 8.5 Summary of Experimental treatment performance

In summary, the following observations and recommendations about each of the four
treatment categories are:
•

The presence of the sign improved driver performance across the visual attention
spectrum. It appears the sign attracted driver’s attentions and resulted in more
searching for people on bicycles. Thus, given the relatively low cost of the sign,
the “Turning Vehicles Yield to Bicycles” sign should be installed where feasible.
To maximize the impacts, the sign should be installed in a location most visible to
drivers and in advance of the turning-merge conflict area.

•

The presence of through intersection markings also improved measured driver
performance in the searching and crash avoidance spectrums. While all tested
designs had some positive effects, the evidence from the simulator suggests that
either the single, dotted white bike line with bicycle stencil pavement marking or
the double, dotted white bike line with bicycle stencil pavement marking should
be considered. The addition of green markings, commonly associated with
bicycles, did not change the driver’s visual attention measures as much as the
simpler dotted line markings. The solid green marking, in fact, saw decreased
visual attention performance.

•

The use of a smaller curb radii produced decreases in vehicle turning speed and
lower numbers of the high-risk conflicts. The reduction in vehicle turning speed
was expected but is a clear measured benefit for safety.

•

While the other treatments are easily implementable, the protected intersections
with an island and/or green pavement marking would require further design work
and consideration of many issues that were outside the scope of this study.
Nonetheless, the protected intersection designs did show some improvements in
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driver performance with respect to the potential crash severity as measured by
vehicle speeds in near and actual collisions. This corresponds to the curb radii
treatments as the radii is larger for both treatments. The protected intersection
design moves the conflict point between the car and bicycle forward in the
intersection so it is different than the other treatments in that respect. Finally,
unlike the other treatments, this was a novel design and not familiar to any driver.

8.4

Limitations and Future Work

This research provides valuable insights on the causal factors of right-hook crashes
during the latter portion of the green phase at signalized intersections. While we can
measure the various driver performance metrics robustly, it is not yet clear how to map
the magnitudes of the differences to expected crash outcomes. Additional work is
recommended to address the limitations of this study and to further consider the potential
effects of the right-hook crash mitigation strategies from this research. A summary of
these limitations is provided below:
•

One of the fundamental limitations of within-subject design is fatigue effects that
can cause participant’s performance to decline over time during the experiment.
There is the possibility that participants might get tired or bored as the experiment
progressed. Also, repeated right-turning maneuvers pose the threat of inducing
simulator sickness more frequently than through movements in simulated driving.
Therefore, to reduce the risk of fatigue effect and simulator sickness, the
experiment could be conducted in two trials on two different days.

•

As noted, there are differences in Oregon driving code and practices with striping
bicycle lanes all the way to the intersection that differs from practices in other
states. Thus the use of drivers living in Oregon are likely to reflect the training
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and understanding of these designs that might differ from drivers elsewhere. The
experiment could be conducted in other states to see whether these and other
behavioral differences exist.
•

Finally, this experiment measured the performance of the individual treatments,
with respect to their performance as stand-alone treatments and in combination
with other treatments. No analysis was performed to identify the optimal
combination of treatments. The experiment could be expanded to include this
analysis.
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Appendix A: Glossary
This appendix contains the definition of abbreviations and acronyms, as well as the
definitions of common terms.
Table A-1 Abbreviations and acronym definitions

Acronym/Abbreviation
Definition
ASL
Applied Science Laboratories
AOI

Area of Interest

ANOVA

Analysis of Variance

ATFD

Average Total Fixation Duration

C

Curb radii Treatment

CHAR

Center for Healthy Aging Research

CIs

Confidence Intervals

FHWA

Federal Highway Administration

IRB

Institutional Review Board

ISA

Internet Scene Assembler

ITE

Institute of Transportation Engineers

LCD

Liquid-Crystal Display

mph

Miles per Hour
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Table A-1 Abbreviations and acronym definitions, (Continued)

Acronym/Abbreviation

Definition

NC

Near-Collision

NHTSA

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

ODOT

Oregon Department of Transportation

OSU

Oregon State University

PI

Protected Intersection Treatment

PM

Pavement Marking Treatment

ROC

Risk of Collision

RH

Research Hypothesis

RV

Rearview

S

Signage Treatment

TTC

Time-to-Collision

TTCmin

Minimum Time-to-Collision
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Table A-2 Definitions of common terminology

Term

Definition

Area of Interest

An area within the motorist field of view that is identified as potentially influential to the
results of the visual attention analysis.

(Standard) Bike
Lane

A standard bike lane usually consists of a four to six foot lane, separated from traffic lanes
by a six- to eight-inch white line. They may be either curb-tight (left) or adjacent to a
parking strip (right).

Crash Avoidance

Crash avoidance is a global performance measure that helped to determine if a motorist
was able to notice a bicyclist in a timely manner, decide to avoid the collision, and
execute an evasive maneuver to ultimately avoid a right-hook crash at a simulated
signalized intersection.

Cumulative
Frequency

In this case, cumulative frequency represents the percentage of incidents with TTC values
that fall below either 0.9 sec or 1.5 sec, (as specified), out of the total number of incidents
that occurred for the specific treatment level.

Near-Collision

Scenario where two road users pass in close proximity to one another, but a collision does
not take place.

Potential Crash
Severity

Potential crash severity is a performance measure that utilized motor vehicle velocities at
the time of a collision or near-collision to determine the severity of resulting collisions
that occurred or would have occurred. Higher velocities at the time of collision are
associated with more severe injuries.

Protected
Intersection

A protected intersection is a type of intersection, with specific geometric designs that
provide positive separation between the motorist and bicyclist paths within the functional
area of the intersection. In this case, the positive separation was produced with the use of
raised islands.

Right-hook crash

Right-hook crashes describe a type of bicycle-motor vehicle crash that occurs between a
right-turning vehicle and a through-moving bicycle at an intersection.

Risk of Collision
Score

Risk of Collision is “a subjective measure of the seriousness of the observed conflict and
is dependent on the perceived control that the driver has over the conflict situation, the
severity of the evasive maneuver and the presence of other road users or constricting
factors which limit the driver’s response options” (Sayed and Zein 1999). Abbreviated as
ROC.

Through bike lane

A marked bike lane that suggests where bicyclists should ride that is used in the turning
zone designs. These bike lanes makings are skipped rather than solid meaning motor
vehicles may use these lanes when no bicycles are present.

Time-to-Collision

Time-to-Collision is a commonly used severity indicator of traffic conflicts and near
misses is the Time-to-Collision (TTC), which is defined as “the time required for two
vehicles to collide if they continue at their present speeds and on the same path”
(Hayward 1972; Hydén 1987).Abbreviated as TTC.

(Minimum) Time-toCollision

The minimum Time-to-Collision is represented by the minimum TTC value (TTCmin),
which is defined as “the minimum time distance between two vehicles during the collision
avoidance process” (van der Horst 1984).

Visual Attention

Visual attention of motorists is a performance measure that was measured using eyemovement data collected with eye-tracker technology.
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Appendix B: Experimental Grid Layout
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Figure B-2 Grid Layout – Grid 2
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Figure B-3 Grid Layout – Grid 3
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Figure B-4 Grid Layout – Grid 4
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